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Setting The Scene
1.1

What is Play?

There are many definitions of what Play is. However, the South Kesteven
Play Partnership supports the Children’s Play Council’s definition of
play:
“Play is an essential part of every child’s life and vital to their
development. It is the way children explore the world around them
and develop and practice skills. It is essential for their physical,
emotional and spiritual growth, for intellectual and educational
development, and for acquiring social and behavioural skills. Play is
a generic term applied to a wide range of activities and behaviours
that are satisfying to the child, creative for the child and freely
chosen by the child. Children play on their own and with others.
Their play may be boisterous and energetic or quiet and
contemplative, light-hearted or very serious.”
(New Charter for Children’s Play, Children’s Play Council, 1998)
The South Kesteven Play Partnership defines Play provision as:
“space, some facilities or equipment or a set of activities intended to give
children the opportunity to play.”
(Getting Serious About Play, A Review of Children’s Play 2004)
As children grow into young people and adults, the concept of Play
changes into a more focused leisurely or recreational pursuit that often
develops around adventure, creative and competitive activities that
includes sports, arts and a range of other indoor and outdoor activities.
Therefore, the very word ‘Play’ can take on a different meaning for young
people.
1.2

Types of Play.

Many types of Play have been identified, most can be categorised into
areas stated below:
Exploratory Play, which can be handling, throwing, banging or
mouthing objects. An example of this could be stacking bricks.
Fantasy Play, this rearranges the world from the child’s
perspective in a way that is unlikely to occur. An example of this is
to pretend to be an aircraft pilot or racing car driver.
Imaginative Play, this is where conventional rules do not apply.
For example using the imagination to believe you’re an object, a
tree or a ship.

SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP
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Locomotor Play¸ where movement is applied, in the form of a
chase, tag or hide and seek.
Mastery Play, this is using the physical ingredients of our natural
environment. This may include digging holes, altering the course
of a stream or constructing shelters.
Object Play, this form uses an infinite and interesting sequence of
hand-eye manipulations and movements which could be examining
and using any object.
Role Play, exploring ways of being. For example pretending or
physically acting out actions and tasks.
1.3

Who is Play for?

Play is not only for the young; Play is a natural process that should take
place at all ages. Playfulness in adulthood can enable love and affection, it
can facilitate creativeness and lateral thinking. Learning to play as a child
can engender in adults a work hard and play hard philosophy.
1.4

Where does Play take place?

Play is not just about ‘swings and roundabouts’ at the local park or open
spaces. Play can take place anywhere. An illustration of this can be found
in the research undertaken by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation into
children’s play in 1997 which revealed, amongst other things:
Children’s needs are diverse including places for physically active
play and quiet games, places which encourage social contact and
places which allow them to be mobile whether on foot or by
bicycle.
Children stay at each individual attraction for a relatively short
time. They enjoy being mobile, travelling from one location to
another, their access to as large an outdoor environments as
possible was best served by the incorporation of footpath networks
and cul-de-sac layouts.
Children enjoy socialising and what to play ‘where it’s at’. These
are places where there are strong possibilities of interaction with
other people, i.e. junctions of paths, by shops and in front
gardens.
Most children play where they can ‘see and be seen’. This suggests
that parks, formal and informal open spaces are best located along
footpath networks or adjacent to well used pedestrian routes.
1.5

Making the Case for Play.

We believe that play is of fundamental importance for children and young
people’s health and wellbeing, their relationships, their development and
their learning. The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989) gives
all children the right ‘to rest and leisure; to engage in age appropriate play
and recreational activities.’ However, play opportunities are limited by
SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP
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factors outside their control, e.g. the dominance of the car on residential
roads, lack of tolerance, lack of access to and conflicts over the use of
local spaces in both rural and urban areas and fears of safety.
Whilst the decline in play opportunities affects children and young people
generally, the impact is disproportionately greater on children with
disabilities, and children living with other forms of social or economic
factors affecting them.
There are numerous benefits of play deriving from the act of play as
defined in Best Play (2000) and the Charter for Children’s Play. These
include:
First and foremost Play is enjoyable.
Play promotes children and young people’s development, learning
and creativity, independence, self esteem, knowledge and
understanding.
Play keeps children and young people healthy and active, and
active children become active adults.
Play fosters social inclusion and helps children and young people
understand the people and places in their lives and also learn
about their environment and develop their sense of community.
Play is therapeutic and helps children and young people to deal
with difficult and or painful circumstances such as emotional stress
and medical treatment.
Play gives children and young people the chance to let off steam
and have fun.
Play offers children and young people opportunities for testing
their boundaries.
Play also helps reduce the involvement of children and young
people in antisocial behaviour and plays a part in social cohesion.
The Chief Medical Officer advises that ‘children and young people should
achieve a total of at least 60 minutes of at least moderate-intensity
physical activity each day’ (At Least Five a Week – Evidence on the impact
of physical activity and its relationship to health, A Report from the Chief
Medical Officer, 2004). There is growing research evidence that increased
opportunity for free play is
the most effective way to ensure this for children, and that a range of
increasing health problems are associated with the decline in play
opportunities. The Government White Paper Choosing Health (2004) noted
that ‘many children appear to have less time being physically active
because of the increase in car use and heighten concern about the
potential risks of unsupervised play outdoors.’
In parallel with concerns about the physical health of our children and the
rise in childhood obesity and related disorders, there is also evidence to
show a sharp increase in mental illness. The Mental Health Foundation
estimates that at any time 20 percent of children and young people
SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP
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experience psychological problems. Their report, Bright Futures, states
that the opportunities for risk taking in unsupervised play helps children
and young people build self confidence and resilience – key protective
factors for mental health. Given the decrease in opportunities for playing
out unsupervised, the report also recognises the importance of supervised
opportunities for play and the role of those services supporting children’s
and young people’s mental heath.
1.6

What are the barriers to play?

There are a number of perceived barriers preventing children’s Play, some
of which are identified as follows:
Children are restricted in their freedom to choose how and when
they play and especially in their opportunities to play without adult
supervision.
Children’s play is restricted by a lack of access to good quality play
opportunities.
There is a general lack of suitable play environments for children
with disabilities.
Up until now, central and local government has failed to recognise
the importance of play and to allocate sufficient financial resources
to improve opportunities for play.
Restrictions on children’s movement leading to decreased physical
fitness, fewer social contacts and increased levels of stress and
frustration.
There are a number of limiting factors of discrimination, poverty,
disability and special needs, lack of available space and other
environmental factors.
There has been a lack of understanding of the key issues, needs
and aspirations for Children’s play.
Society’s perception of the risks and levels of safety attached to
play.
A national survey of 500 children aged 6-10 years old conducted by The
Children’s Society in 2005 found that:
45%
36%
27%
23%

of children can’t play with water.
of children can’t climb trees.
of children can’t use climbing equipment.
can’t ride bikes and skateboards.

These consultation findings seem very significant, if not unexpected. It
really does indicate that the Children of South Kesteven, in this age
bracket at least, could be restricted from the full opportunities that should
be available to them during their childhood.

SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP
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Is Play safe, what are the risks?

First and foremost, children and young people’s need for care, nurturing
and learning are paramount and can often only be met by indulging in
activities that will include some dangers and hazards. As the adage
suggests ‘we fall over in life so that we can learn to get up again’.
The following text draws on extracts from the National Play Safety Forum’s
position on managing dangers and hazards in play provision.
Children need and want to take risks when they play. Play provision aims
to respond to these need and wishes by offering children and young
people stimulating, challenging environments for exploring and developing
their abilities. In doing this, play provision must manage the level of risk
so that children are not exposed to unacceptable risks.
Risk taking is an essential feature of play provision, and of all
environments in which children and young people legitimately spend time
at play. Play provision aims to offer children and young people the chance
to access stimulating, challenging and controlled learning environments
whilst ensuring that the risks associated with those environments are
identified, assessed and managed. The Best Play publication points out
that play provision should aim to manage the balance between the need to
offer challenge and the need to keep children and young people safe from
harm. Robust risk management principles and strategies therefore need to
lie at the heart of any play policy and the provision delivered under it.
It is acceptable that in play provision children and young people may be
exposed to the risk of minor and easily healed injuries such as bruises,
grazes and sprains. On the other hand, play provision should not expose
children and young people to significant likelihood of permanent disability
or life-threatening injuries. However, it may on occasions be unavoidable
that play provision exposes children and young people to the very low risk
of serious injury or even death. This would only be tolerable in the
following circumstance:
The likelihood was extremely low.
The hazards were clear to all users.
There were obvious benefits.
Further reduction of the risk would remove the benefits.
There was no reasonably practicable ways to manage the risk.
1.8

Where does Children’s Play sit?

Community Play
This delivers the needs of children and their families in local
neighbourhood communities in facilitating and developing play initiatives
that build on and supplement existing ones already being undertaken in
home and at school.
SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP
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Environmental Play
This relates to structured and unstructured play in parks, formal and
informal open spaces.
Formal Play Provision
These can be specific sites as park of parks, open spaces and school
playgrounds.
Informal Play
Play conduct in areas other than those specifically identified for play
provision.
Parenting
Needs to inform, encourage and support parents in encouraging and
providing play opportunities and activities for their children.

2.

Purpose and Scope of the Children’s Play Strategy.
2.1

Why do we need a Children’s Play Strategy?

There are a number of reasons why it has been agreed that South
Kesteven requires a Play strategy.
The development of a Play strategy is considered essential in
delivering the recognised needs of ‘Every Child Matters’ framework
in particular the ‘Enjoy and Achieve’ objective.
The strategy will raise awareness, relevance and importance of
play.
A South Kesteven play strategy will allow us to identify areas of
provision and therefore the subsequent gaps in provision.
From the above point we can also then begin to target and
prioritise the delivery of play across the district.
A Play strategy for South Kesteven would ensure a ‘dovetailed’
approach to delivering the actions and requirements stated within
‘Making Play Matter in Lincolnshire’.
South Kesteven does not currently have a formal set of shared and
agreed values in which to underpin the development of Play across
the district. Many partners up till now have been working in
isolation in the development of Play.
In this regard there is a need for a consistent strategy that
identifies the guiding principles that will underpin the development
of Play in South Kesteven over the next six year and beyond.
A belief in the need to commit to the Article 31 of the United
Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child which states
‘Children have the right to rest and leisure, to engage in play and

SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP
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recreational activities appropriate to their age and to participate
freely in cultural life and the arts’.
There are several other articles that are important including the
right to express a view and to be heard, right to freedom of
expression, right to access to a wide range of information, right of
disabled children to take a full and active part in everyday life and
the right to be healthy.
The Convention was ratified by the UK Government in December
1991 and entered into force for the UK in January 1992 thus
confirming a child’s right to play as a basic civil right.
The strategy will give focus to the needs of children and young
people throughout South Kesteven, which in itself should bring
about change, innovation and the long-term development of Play.
The Play strategy will be the first steps in coordinating the needs
of Play in a consistent way.
The strategy will, by its very nature, set out a much-needed
framework in which to develop Play in the future.
The strategy itself will be developed by a wide ranging partnership
across the public, private and voluntary sectors and will over lap
and dovetail with the County Children and Young People’s Plan and
Making Play Matter in Lincolnshire.
2.2

Who is the Children’s Play strategy for?

First and foremost the Play strategy is intended to ensure the
development and sustainability of Play opportunities for children and
young people across the South Kesteven District.
In doing so, the Play strategy can be used by any organisation or
individual in the South Kesteven District who may be concerned,
interested and able to initiate or influence the development of Play
opportunities for children and young people.
2.3

How will the Children’s Play Strategy be used & by Who?

It is envisaged that the Play strategy will be endorsed and adopted by a
range of organisations that will be part of the South Kesteven Play Forum.
These organisations will include:
South Kesteven District Council
Children’s Links
Lincolnshire Playing Fields Association
Lincolnshire County Council
Community Councils of Lincolnshire
Councils of Voluntary Services
Play Associations
Housing Associations
Sure Start Children’s Centres
SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP
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Primary Care Trust
Police
Children’s Champions
The strategy will be used by South Kesteven District Council and other
partners to demonstrate the way in which Play can contribute to the ‘Every
Child Matters (ECM)’ framework and the manner in which Play
opportunities will achieve the needs of the five ECM outcomes and those of
‘Making Play Matter in Lincolnshire’, which are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Be Healthy
Stay Safe
Enjoy & Achieve
Make a Positive Contribution
Achieve Economic Well-being

In addition to he above the strategy will steer and give credence to the
work of Children’s Links who are the county’s biggest single play
organisation, which work closely with the district authorities and other
organisations and agencies in developing Play.

3.

The Strategic Context Influencing Children’s Play
There are a number of key national policies, strategies and legislation
frameworks that have a significant influence and impact on shaping the
development of Play over the past five years or so. The most significant of
which can be seen as follows:
3.1

Best Play What Play Provision should do for Children (2000).

Best Play, was produced as a challenge from Chris Smith, the then
Secretary of State for Culture, Media & Sport, for the play sector to work
together to develop a statement of the benefits that are derived from play
and play provision.
This report looks at how children benefit from play opportunities; how play
services and spaces can provide these benefits; and how they can show
that they are providing them. The report was produced in partnership with
the National Playing Fields Association, PlayLink and the Children’s Play
Council. Best Play, now seven years old, is still utilised be many play
practitioners, as well as local authorities determining Best Value,
government departments, funding bodies and all those working in
children's play. Also amongst other things, Best Play gives a clear picture
of the objective of good play provision, which is identified as follows:
The provision extends the choice and control that children have
over their play, the freedom they enjoy and the satisfaction they
gain from it.

SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP
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The provision recognises the child’s needs to test boundaries and
responds positively to that need.
The provision manages the balance between the need to offer a
challenge and the need to keep children safe from harm.
The provision maximises the range of play opportunities.
The provision fosters independence and self-esteem.
The provision foster children’s respects for others and offers
opportunities for social interaction.
The provision fosters the child’s well-being, healthy growth and
development, knowledge and understanding, creativity and
capacity to learn.
The principles identified in Best Play are now inherent in most if not all
play policies ad strategies developed in the United Kingdom and such the
principles and best practice examples are used in the production of this
document.
3.2

Making the Case for Play (2002).

Making the Case for Play, building policies and strategies for school aged
children is a report written by the Children’s Play Council via government
funding from the Department for Culture, Media and Sport. The report
argues for improved public funding and strategic planning for the
development, support and maintenance of good play opportunities for
children and young people in England.
The report made recommendations that local action was urgently needed
in the developing the future of play in that:
Local authorities should work together, in consultation with the
play sector, to develop play policies and strategies for play, based
on agreed values, principles and desired outcomes for children that
identified targets for local play provision and is based on the needs
and wishes of children and their communities.
Where there is currently no play development officer, local
authorities, partnerships and other local agencies should work with
the local play sector to resource and appoint a post with this
responsibility.
Those with an interest in play at a local level should work with
budget holders and fundraisers to develop sustainable funding for
the development and implementation of play policies, strategies
and opportunities.
3.3

Getting Serious About Play (2002).

Getting Serious About Play was a Government led report on how best to
invest the £200 million from the New Opportunities Fund (NOF), for
improving children’s play opportunities. It was a result of an eight-month
review that involved extensive consultation and commissioned research.

SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP
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The report put forward a number of key recommendations around the
following areas:
Using funding to improve and open up thousands of high quality
play opportunities that respond to the needs and wishes of
children.
The programme should focus on children and young people with
the poorest access to good quality play opportunities.
Most of the available funding should support projects that follow
and build upon existing good practice.
The New Opportunities Fund should be used to highlight how local
planning can be better developed and safeguard play
opportunities.
The programme should support success by maintaining a clear
focus on quality and not just quantity.
Whilst the NOF programme has no longer been ring fenced around play,
the principles and recommendations can clearly be used in any subsequent
for funding for play in the Big Lottery Fund.
3.4

Every Child Matters.

Every Child Matters – Green Paper (2003), published in September 2003
was produced to outlines the Governments objective to ensure that every
child has the chance to fulfil their potential by reducing levels of
educational failure, ill health, substance misuse, teenage pregnancy,
abuse and neglect, crime and antisocial behaviour amongst children and
young people.
Following extensive consultation with children, young people and their
family’s five key outcomes were identified as underpinning the need for
change. These included:
Being Healthy – enjoying good physical and mental health and
living a healthy lifestyle.
Staying Safe – being protected from harm and neglect.
Enjoying & Achieving – getting the most out of life and developing
the skills for adulthood.
Making a Positive Contribution and being involved with the
community and society and not engaging in antisocial or offending
behaviour.
Economic Well Being not being prevented by economic
disadvantage and from achieving their full potential in life.
The outcomes from the above document became the driving force within
Every Child Matters – The Next Steps, published in 2004.

SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP
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There is a lot of evidence to support the positive impact that play has on
achieving the five outcomes detailed above.
Play’s Impact on the Five Key Outcomes
1. Being Healthy
Play provides opportunities for physical activity. This encourages
the development of fine and gross motor skills, hand-eye coordination, balance, and understanding of a body’s ability to take
risks and establish limits. Children who are physically active have
a healthier cardiovascular system and are less likely to become
obese
Play contributes to emotional development and well being, can
reduce symptoms of depression and anxiety, increase selfconfidence and self esteem and improve mental health.
Play facilitates strategies and activities to avoid engagement in
personally threatening activities e.g. drug use, involvement in
crime/ anti-social behaviour, through practising problem solving,
role playing and developing ways of positive challenging.
Research into brain activity suggests there may be a link between
brain development and play i.e. that play activates higher
cognitive processes.
Play allows children to take risks and use their own initiative,
giving them independence, a concept of boundaries and their own
limitations as well as an ability to stretch these limits.
Play gives opportunities to practice making and consolidating
friendships, deal with conflict, develop social skills and refine
communication, becoming ‘emotionally literate’ which contributes
to resilience to mental health problems.
Families benefit from happier and healthier children – there is less
stress and strain on parents and carers when their children are
meaningfully occupied. Where children are in a safe environment,
parents are reassured and less likely to become anxious and
agitated, particularly valuable for families living in poverty or at
risk of social exclusion.
2. Staying Safe
Through play children learn to manage risk; quality play provision
contributes to increased awareness and a reduced likelihood of
accidental injury in a child.
Development of self-confidence and self-esteem through play and
the learning of new skills give children a greater awareness off self
protection.
Play workers are often trusted adults in children’s lives and may
provide additional support in times of difficulty; they are also
trained professionals who have learnt to identify signs of abuse.

SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP
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Research suggests that parents, who allow their children to play
out, have around five times more people they can turn to for
support than those who do not. They and their children have more
friends, and thus more people who can ‘look out for them’ in a
locality.
3. Enjoying and Achieving
Being Healthy – enjoying good physical and mental health and
living a healthy lifestyle.
Children and young people consistently put play or more/ better
things to do as their top priority, as well as having somewhere to
meet with their friends.
The educational benefits of play are widely documented, especially
social and emotional learning – much focuses on peer relationships
and the learning of social skills. It fosters emotional well being.
Play promotes learning through giving the child control over their
choices and activities i.e. experience, repetition, rehearsal, and
problem-solving in their own way at their own pace.
Play offers children the chance to experiment, mix with others
from different backgrounds, understand and appreciate diversity
and learn new skills.
Play offers opportunities for marginalised children and young
people to achieve a sense of belonging and inclusion (e.g. disabled
children and young people, travelling children, children from
minority ethnic groups).
Adults working in play can be positive role models for children and
young people, and may help them to have aspirations and a higher
expectation of their potential.
4.

Making a Positive Contribution
Play is a key way that children develop their social skills, learn to
make friends and build their sense of community and justice.
Many of well-documented benefits are individual but newer
perspectives show wider benefits to community as a whole - ‘by
encouraging the use and development of local community
facilities, play provision can have a strategic use in bringing more
widespread social benefits including greater social cohesion and
the building of community networks’ (Making the Case for Play,
Children’s Play Council).
Some play provision offers young adults the opportunity to help
out as ‘junior volunteers’.
Play is often the medium for children and young people to achieve
a sense of belonging and inclusion, particularly those who are
marginalised (e.g. Disabled children, travelling children, children
from minority ethnic groups), facilitating their ability to make a
contribution.
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5. Achieving Economic Well-Being
Play provision is often free of charge, and therefore promotes
opportunities for all regardless of economic status.
Play’s ability to raise self-esteem and confidence may lead to
better achievement and problem–solving abilities and therefore
increased possibilities for future employment.
Child development supported by play increases the potential for
achieving and becoming an independent adult.
Some play provision offers young adults the opportunity to help
out as ‘junior volunteers’ – introducing them to taking
responsibility and offering work experience
3.5

The National Childcare Strategy

The Extended Schools Initiative – part of the National Childcare Strategy
to offer ‘wrap-around-care’ for all children up to age 14 – is to look at the
opening school grounds and premises for out-of-school activities, including
children’s play. These are expected, as a priority, to provide leisure
facilities for all children and young people in a locality, including disabled
children, and not only for those who go to a specific school.
Early year’s development and childcare partnerships have been
encouraged by the Department for Education and Skills (DfES) to promote
play as an integral part of the childcare plans. Government guidance to
the partnerships sets out a range of measures to ensure the quality of
play opportunities within childcare provision, stating that ‘partnerships
have a crucial role in the promotion and development of good quality play
opportunities’.
Supervised provision that is open to children under eight must be
registered with Ofsted under the National Standards for out–of-school
care. Under the standards, open access playgrounds or playschemes have
alternative criteria to those that apply to childcare, and these are set out
in the Out of School Care: Guidance to the National Standards.
3.6

The Children Act (2004)

The key points raised from the consultation in Every Child Matters were
reflected and underpinned by the new Children’s Act introduced in March
2004. The Bill puts improving children’s well-being central to the
Governments policies by creating:
Clear, shared outcomes across services embedded in legislation.
An independent champion representing the views and interests of
children whose role will be to report on how these outcomes are
changing.
Robust partnership arrangements to ensure public, private,
voluntary and community sector organisations work tighter to
improve these outcomes.
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A more robust focus on local arrangements for the protection of
children
Clearer accountability for children’s services
A new integrated inspection framework to ensure services are
better judged on how they work together effectively to achieve
better outcomes and to promote continuous improvement, with
intervention powers in areas falling below minimum standards.
As part of the reformation process the Government has also introduced:
The National Service Framework for Children, Young People and
Maternity Services, a ten year programme to stimulate long term
and sustainable improvements in children’s health and well-being.
The Ten Year Childcare Strategy – with the Government investing
in childcare, early education and the work life balance so that
families can secure the best start in life for their children.
Youth Matters, which is a consultation on providing opportunities,
challenge and support for young people.
A new inspection framework to access the quality of delivery of
Children’s Services which is to be led by OFSTED.
From April 2006 there has been an obligation on all appropriate authorities
to have a Children’s and Young People’s Plan (CYPP) in place. Lincolnshire
County Council is the lead agency for CYPP delivery.
3.7

Youth Matters (2005)

Youth Matters – Youth Green Paper was published on 18 July 2005 and the
subsequent consultation ended on 4 November 2005. With over 19,000
responses from young people, this is one of the largest responses to a
Government consultation from any one group.
The Government response, Youth Matters: Next Steps, Something to do,
somewhere to go, someone to talk to was published on 8 March 2006 and
sets out the vision for empowering young people, giving them somewhere
to go, something to do and someone to talk to.
The vision for this document was to transform the lives of every young
person through a radical reshaping of provision. Ensuring that young
people will have more choice and influence over services and facilities that
are available to them and to encourage young people to volunteer and
contribute to their local community
The proposal in Youth Matters responds to four main challenges, these are
centred on:
1.

Things to do and places to go, taking on board the outcomes of the
consultation and in doing so provide Statutory Duty and National
Standards, allocating Youth Opportunity Fund, Youth Capital Fund
and piloting the Youth Opportunity Card.
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Encourage volunteering in the community.
Providing information, advice and guidance.
Targeting support.

Youth Matters also relates to The Education Act (1996), which is the Law
with regards to Education. The Act covers the roles and responsibilities of
all aspects of education from the duties of the Secretary of State through
to those of parents. The Act covers every phase of education from early
years to further education. The act outlines the new duty for local
education authorities to provide and promote positive opportunities for
young people aged 13-19 yrs.
Youth Opportunity Fund (YOF)
The aim of the YOF is to involve young people, especially hard to reach
young people, in identifying positive activities and things to do; and to
support their role as decision makers, grant givers and project leaders.
The YOF provides £31m over each year for a two year period i.e.
2006/2007 and 2007/2008. There are no restrictions on the range of
initiatives and activities that the YOF can support provided that they are
supporting the outcomes from Every Child Matters. Young people should
be supported as they grow into the role of decision makers, grant givers
and project leaders. They should also be encouraged to consider local
needs and circumstances as a part of their role in shaping provision for
young people beyond their immediate group.
Partnerships and joint funding with other statutory, voluntary, community
and private partner organisations are all to be encouraged as is
collaboration with young people from different cultural and social
backgrounds.
Youth Capital Fund (YCF)
The aim of YCF is to provide a discrete capital budget for a two year period
(as above) to be spent on what young people what and it is designed to
work in tandem with the YOF. It is not a substitute for mainstream capital
funding. The YCF provides £26.5m in each two year period and can be
matched by the local authority with other capital funding. Arrangements
for implementing YCF should allow for active involvement for young
people, with particular emphasis on those who are disadvantage, in all
aspects of planning, delivery, monitoring and evaluation of the YCF. This
involvement should be developed with a view to mainstreaming it into
capital and asset management more generally in the authority.
Lincolnshire’s allocation of funding over the two year period is £607 495 of
which £339 879 relates to YOF. The implementation of Making Play Matter
in Lincolnshire is to ensure that the funding streams of YOF, YCF and the
Big Lottery funding are complimentary to one another and to avoid
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duplication as there will be clear overlaps especially around the provision
for older children / young people.
Youth Opportunity Card
In March 2006, UK the then Chancellor, Gordon Brown, announced plans
to distribute a smart card – the ‘Youth Opportunity Card’ – to young
people between 13 and 19 years old. Part of the Youth Matters action
programme to tackle anti-social behaviour in this age group, the card will
provide up to £25 a month to access a range of participating services,
including sports clubs, creative activities, places to visit and, even, high
street stores.
A first step in this direction will be the launch of 10 pilot projects in
Councils around England (Durham, Nottingham, Camden, Tower Hamlet,
Liverpool, Bolton, Lincolnshire, Sunderland, Cambridgeshire and East
Suffolk). The ten pilot Councils were initially due to roll out around 300000
‘Youth Opportunity Cards’ in September 2006, but there is likely to be
some delay in developing the technological solutions necessary.
All 13-19 year olds will be eligible for the card, which will give them access
to a range of discounts on things to do and places to go. The cards can
also be ‘topped-up’ with money by young people themselves and/or their
families to spend on sport and other positive activities. For the most
disadvantaged youngsters, the Government will top up the card each
month with money for them to spend on these activities.
The scheme is among a number of measures to improve services for
young people, including giving them a say on how youth budgets are
spent in local authorities. In addition, laws are expected to be introduced
to force all Councils to ensure that youngsters have access to leisure
facilities, including at least two hours of sports and two hours of other
constructive pastimes.
3.8

Big Lottery Fund (BLF).

In 2005 the Big Lottery Fund announced two key funding streams for
young people and play the details of which were set out as follows:
Children’s Play
Commencing in March 2006 this is a new £155m England wide children’s
play initiative of which £124m has been committed to local authority
areas, each of which is allocated a specific amount based on a child
population and weighting by the level of poverty in the respective areas.
In Lincolnshire the district allocations are as follows:
Boston District Council
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East Lindsey District Council
City of Lincoln Council
North Kesteven District Council
South Holland District Council
South Kesteven District Council
West Lindsey District Council
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£260,026
£245,537
£200,000
£200,000
£242,858
£200,000

The funding allocation is intended to develop play provision enabling the
local authority to create, improve and develop the local play spaces. To
receive the grant the authority is required to take a lead role in applying
for the funding whilst working with the local partners in the play sector.
There is a requirement for the local authority and its partners to develop a
portfolio of projects that focus on areas of greatest need and which forms
part of the local Play Strategy. BLF is inviting the authority to submit an
application for funding of up to three years. In order to obtain the grant
allocation the local authority will need to ensure that:
Grants support activities that are self-directed, creative and fun in
the areas of greatest need.
They consult with local stakeholders; including the voluntary and
community sector, draw up a local play strategy around a local
play partnership. In doing so a range of projects can be identified
that address the needs highlighted in the strategy, some to be
delivered by the local authority and other agencies that may be
contracted to voluntary and community organisations. These will
form a basis of the application to BLF.
Applications will need to include a summary of all projects
proposed, how they will be managed, and the estimates of costs.
They must show clear evidence that they fit the local play strategy
and are responses to the local needs and wishes of local children
and young people up to the age of 16 and their communities.
The portfolio of projects should take full account of the needs of
disabled children and other young people that have significantly
worse access to good play opportunities.
The BLF must be additional and must not be used to replace
funding from national or local taxation.
Under the programme BLF will not meet the costs for the
preparation of the Play Strategy.
In addition to the £124m for the Children’s Play programme, a further
£31m of funding will be made available under the funding initiative in the
voluntary, community and social enterprise sector. This will be used to
fund a regional support and development infrastructure, and also to fund
projects under a programme for innovation in children’s play. This
innovation programme will invite applications from the voluntary,
community and social enterprise sector, and applications will be accepted
at any time up to 2008. Grants under the £124m Children’s Play
programme will be awarded in four rounds, with application deadlines in
July 2006, November 2006, March 2007 and September 2007.
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Youth Opportunities Fund
In addition to Children’s Play, £157.5m is being allocated to the Young
People’s Fund of which £40m is available to support projects run by
voluntary and community organisations that fully involve young people
and meet two of five ECM outcomes. Grants of between £5k and £150k
are available. Partnerships involving statutory organisations, but led by
voluntary and community may also apply.
3.9

Audit Commission.

The Audit Commission has developed a voluntary performance indicator
titled; Best Value Performance Indicator (BVPI) 115 that stipulates that
every county, unitary and district authority should have an agreed play
policy and strategy. In doing so the BVPI advises that:
The play strategy should be widely scoped, including any local
authority services that might directly or indirectly impact on
children’s play opportunities.
The play strategy should clearly identify the importance of Play.
The strategy should be integrated with other relevant community,
corporate and departmental plans.
The strategy should be developed drawing on consultation with a
range of relevant stakeholders.
The Chief Executive and / or Members of the relevant committee
should endorse the strategy.
The play strategy should be based on clear baseline assessment of
local needs and identify current provision and opportunities for
play.
The play strategy provides a clear framework for implementation
and delivery.
A play strategy working group with key partners should be
established to oversee the implementation and delivery of the
strategy.
A framework is in place for monitoring progress and regular
reporting on plans.
Model Statement of Principles
The Audit Commission also includes this model statement as a supplement
to its Best Value Performance Indicators for developing local play
strategies.
The Authority recognises the significance and value of play and the
poverty of play opportunities in the general environment. It is committed
to ensuring that all children have access to rich, stimulating environments,
both in and out of doors, free from unacceptable risks, thereby offering
them the opportunity to explore through their freely chosen play, both
themselves and the world. The strategy is based on the understanding
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that every child needs opportunities to play both on their own and,
crucially, with other.
The Authority is committed to ensuring that environments, services and
provision for play are attractive, welcoming and accessible to every child
irrespective of age, gender, background or origin or of individual
capabilities and abilities.
The Authority will work towards increasing play opportunities for and
eliminating barriers to the take up of play provision by disabled children
and children with specific cultural needs. This will take the form of
developing increased inclusive provision or, if necessary, separate
provision, recognising that separate provision may sometimes be a
valuable staging post for particular vulnerable children. Use of the
specialist services should only be at the choice of the child or their
advocate and all mainstream services must be welcoming and accessible
to all children.
The Authority recognises:
Children play in a variety of public spaces as well as in dedicated
provision.
Play environments should provide safe, stimulating play
opportunities that place children at the centre of the play process.
Children need to encounter and learn to manage an acceptable
level of risk within their play.
Children’s views should be sought and listened to.
Children should have access to the widest possible range of play
experiences and play environments, both indoors and outdoors.
Judgements about the quality of play provision will be based on the
degree to which children are provided with opportunities to experience
directly:
The natural elements – earth, air, fire, water.
Fabricated and natural materials and tools – consumables,
‘loose parts’.
Challenge – in the physical environment, in the social context and
in private.
Free movement – running, jumping, climbing, rolling and
balancing.
Emotions – both painful and pleasurable, the chance to validate a
range of feelings.
A variety – stimulation of the senses – hearing, taste, smell, sight
and touch.
Playing with identity – drama, dressing up, role plays, masks
and face painting.
Varied social interaction – freely chosen across the age, ability,
gender, ethnic and cultural barriers, co-operating, resolving
conflict, chatting, negotiating, sharing.
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Change – building/demolishing, altering environments, the effects
of the seasons and weather, growth and decay.
3.10 National Playing Fields Association
The National Playing Fields Association (NPFA) has defined standards for
outdoor playing space for sport, active recreation and children’s play.
The National Playing Field Association’s Six Acre Standard is now
recognised as the definition for the minimum amount of space that should
be allocated for recreation and play in the community. It is a universal
standard and as such needs interpretation for the smaller rural
communities. For the purposes of the standard, playing space is defined as
“space which is available for sport, active recreation or children’s play,
which is of a suitable size and nature for intended purpose, and safely
accessible and available to the general public”.
The Six Acre Standard is used by planners to ensure that sufficient land is
set aside in appropriate locations to enable people of all ages, especially
the young, to participate in outdoor play, games, sports and other physical
recreation. It is a minimum standard for outdoor playing space of 2.4
hectares (6 acres) for 1000 people, comprising 1.6 hectares (4 acres) for
outdoor sport and 0.8 hectares (2 acres) for children's play. However, the
publication goes far beyond the application of a simple formula.
The Six Acre Standard begins with consideration of the need for outdoor
recreation space and suggests a framework of research to enable local
authorities to adopt their own standards of provision. It examines the
important issues of accessibility and quality of provision, including
gradients, drainage, orientation of pitches, changing accommodation,
planting and community safety.
It recommends a hierarchy of children's play areas, designed to meet the
needs of different age groups, in locations based on walking time. The
document also considers the role played by builders in delivering facilities
necessary to serve their developments and it draws together legislation
and policy on the protection of playing fields.
The NPFA recommend three categories of play space for a range of age
groups, these are:
LAP – Local Area for Play
LEAP
– Local Equipped Area for Play
NEAP– Neighbourhood Equipped Area for Play
The following table is used to illustrate the characteristics and guidelines for each of
the three different play areas.
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LAP

LEAP

NEAP

Age group

Up to 6 years.

4-8 years.

Catchment
Area
Walking time
from home
Location

60 metres

240 metres

Predominantly for older
children.
600 metres

1 minute.

5 minutes.

15 minutes.

Adjacent to a well used
pathway, on a well used route
overlooked by houses and on
a flat site that is well drained.

Minimum
activity zone

Minimum of 100m2.

Adjacent to a well used
pathway, on a well used route
overlooked by houses and on
a flat site that is well drained.
Preferably the play equipment
should not overlook nearby
gardens.
Minimum of 400m2.

No. and type
of play
equipment

Contains features that enable
children to identify the space
as
their own domain, e.g. low key
games such as hopscotch, a
foot print trail, mushroom
style seating etc.

Contains at least 5 types of
play equipment, of which at
least 2 are individual pieces,
rather than part of a
combination multi-play
Unit. Each type of play
equipment should be designed
to stimulate balancing,
rocking, climbing/Agility,
sliding and social play.
Additional items may focus
upon rotating, swinging,
jumping, crawling, viewing,
counting or touching.

Buffer zone

Has a buffer zone of 5 m
minimum depth between the
activity zone and the nearest
dwelling that faces the LAP.
This should include planting to
enable children to experience
natural scent, colour and
texture.

Fencing

600mm high fencing and
barrier to limit speed of child
entering or leaving the facility.
Self-closing pedestrian gate to
prevent access by dogs.

Has a buffer zone of not less
than 10 m in depth between
the edge of the activity zone
and the boundary of the
nearest dwelling and a
minimum of 20 m between the
activity zone and the habitable
room facade of the dwelling.
This zone should include
planting to enable children to
experience natural scent,
colour and texture.
Has fencing of at least 1 m in
height around the perimeter of
the activity zone, with two
outward-opening, self-closing
gates, on opposite sides of the
play area, to deter entry by
dogs, restrict opportunities for
bullying and to limit speed of
child entering/leaving the
facility.

Adjacent to a well used
pathway, on a well used route
overlooked by houses and on
a flat site that is well drained.
Preferably the play equipment
should not overlook nearby
gardens.
Minimum of 1000 m2 that is
divided into two parts, one
containing a range of
playground equipment and the
other having a hard surface of
at least 465 m2 (the minimum
area needed to play five-aside football).
Contains at least 8 types of
play equipment comprising at
least 1 item to stimulate
rocking, touch, social or
developmental play among
younger children. At least 2
items to facilitate sliding,
swinging or moderate
climbing;
-at least 5 items to encourage
either more-adventurous
climbing, single point
swinging, balancing, rotating
or gliding (e.g. cableway). At
least 3
of these items should be
individual play items rather
than part of a combination
multi-play unit.
Has a buffer zone of not less
than 30 m in depth between
the activity zone
and the boundary of the
nearest dwelling. A greater
distance may be needed
where purpose-built
skateboarding facilities are
provided. This zone should
include planting to enable
children to experience natural
scent, colour and texture.
Has fencing of at least 1 m in
height around the perimeter of
the activity zone, with two
outward-opening, self-closing
gates, on opposite sides of the
play area, to deter entry by
dogs, restrict opportunities for
bullying and to limit speed of
child entering/leaving the
facility.

Features

Contains features that enable
children to identify the space
as their own domain, e.g. low
key games such as hopscotch,
a foot\print trail, mushroom
style seating etc.

Has adequate space around
the equipment to enable
children to express their
general exuberance and play
games of tag or chase.

Has adequate space around
the equipment to enable
children to express their
general exuberance and play
games of tag or chase.
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LAP

LEAP

NEAP

Furniture

Contains seating for parent(s),
carer(s) etc.

Contains seating for parent(s),
carer(s) and a litter bin.

Contains seating for parent(s)
and/or carer(s) in the vicinity
of the play equipment and
other seating within the hardsurfaced games area. Also
appropriate number of litter
bins and convenient and
secure parking facility for
bicycles.

Signs and
notices

Has a sign indicating that the
area is solely for use by
children. Adults are not
allowed unless accompanied
by children and dogs are to be
excluded.

Has a sign indicating that the
area is:
Solely for use by children.
Adults are not allowed
unless accompanied by
children.
Dogs are to be excluded.
Name and telephone
number of the operator of
the facility to report any
incident or damage to the
play equipment.
Location of the nearest
public telephone.

Has a sign indicating that the
area is:
Solely for use by children.
Adults are not allowed
unless accompanied by
children.
Dogs are to be excluded.
Name and telephone
number of the operator of
the facility to report any
incident or damage to the
play equipment.
Location of the nearest
public telephone.

3.11 UN Convention on the Rights of Children
Under the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Children, it is a
requirement that children be consulted about issues that concern them:
Article 31
1. States “Parties recognize the right of the child to rest and leisure, to
engage in play and recreational activities appropriate to the age of the
child and to participate freely in cultural life and the arts.”
2. States “Parties shall respect and promote the right of the child to
participate fully in cultural and artistic life and shall encourage the
provision of appropriate and equal opportunities for cultural, artistic,
recreational and leisure activity.”
Article 12
1. States “Parties shall assure to the child who is capable of forming his
or her own views the right to express those views freely in all matters
affecting the child, the views of the child being given due weight in
accordance with the age and maturity of the child.”
2. States “For this purpose, the child shall in particular be provided the
opportunity to be heard in any judicial and administrative proceedings
affecting the child, either directly, or through a representative or an
appropriate body, in a manner consistent with the procedural rules of
national law.”
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3.12 Inequality and Exclusion
Play facilities for disabled children is an issue that demands close
examination in South Kesteven. It is intended that certain objectives in
this strategy will highlight and implement the need to increase the
availability of specifically designed play equipment. All SKDC’s
playschemes operate on an ‘open to all’ basis. Children with special needs
and disability will be accepted and, if necessary, special staffing
requirements will be made.
For disabled children, negative attitudes and inaccessible environments
compound the general problems experienced by most children, creating
enormous social and physical barriers to their enjoyment of the right to
play independently. There is evidence that disabled children do not enjoy
equality of access to play and leisure activities. A recent survey of 1,000
parents of disabled children demonstrated how their children were
excluded from ordinary leisure opportunities. Parks and playgrounds were
the least user-friendly, with few facilities for disabled people. Other studies
have shown that disabled children and young people can often feel
threatened in open spaces and that the design of play equipment often
limits their access.
Research also suggests that certain minority groups are disproportionately
excluded from play provision. For example, some Asian children – and
girls in particular – are discouraged from attending mainstream play
services owing to a range of cultural and ethnic pressures. Enjoyment of
the public realm is significantly compromised for many black and ethnic
children and young people who still report experiencing overt and implicit
racism. The evaluation of the Better Play Lottery programme recommends
that the involvement of community led organisations in the development
of play strategies is vital if play opportunities are to be culturally
appropriate and socially inclusive. The South Kesteven District Council will
be providing local black and ethnic community group to join and form the
South Kesteven Play Partnership in gaining the invaluable perspective of
this section of the community.
3.13 Anti-social Behaviour
Groups of children or young people ‘hanging out’ in the public domain are
often characterised as posing a threat or nuisance, even when they are
simply enjoying being together. Many children and young people complain
that they do not have access to space that is ‘theirs’, or that they can
share equally with adults.
Margaret Hodge the Ex-Minister for Children and Families stated that ‘if we
want young people to flourish and if we want to divert [them] from antisocial behaviour, thinking about what the community can provide really
counts. Some of the adults perceive teenagers on the streets as a problem
and teenagers want a safe place to hang out.
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This comment goes further to cement the inclusion and consultation of a
broad range of individuals of all ages.
A report by Groundwork for the Urban Spaces Taskforce, 2002, said
‘Young people are often represented as the perpetrators of crime, and yet
it is clear that in the terms of parks and green spaces they see themselves
as the victims. They suffer anti-social behaviour in the form of bullying for
other age groups but also on the part of adults – ranging from the
possibility of attack in unlit areas to adults allowing their dogs to roam
loose in children’s areas. Contrary to expectation, young people are also
very concerned about issues of maintenance in parks and green spaces.’
Research commissioned be CABE Space shows that ‘place making’ –
improving the design, maintenance and supervision of parks and other
public spaces – is a more effective solution to anti-social behaviour than
simply increasing security measures.
3.14 Extended Schools
By 2010, all children should have access to a variety of activities beyond
the school day. Well-organised, safe and stimulating activities before and
after school provide children and young people with a wider range of
experiences and make a real difference to their chances at school. It gives
them the opportunity to keep fit and healthy, to acquire new skills, to
build on what they learn during the school day or simply to have fun and
relax.
Extended services can include childcare, adult education, parenting
support programmes, community-based health and social care services,
multi-agency behavior support teams and after-school activities.
3.15 Making Play Matter in Lincolnshire
Making Play Matter in Lincolnshire is a county Play policy developed by the
Lincolnshire Play Partnership. The key element and fundamental basis of
this document is the realisation of the right of children and young people
of Lincolnshire to be able to play and for those individuals to be given
every opportunity to do so in an inclusive way, whilst in a safe and
stimulating environment which does not compromise their enjoyment and
fun.
The partnership, which created this vision, consists of the following
organisations:
South Kesteven District Council
Boston Borough Council
City of Lincoln Council
East Lindsey District Council
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South Holland District Council
North Kesteven District Council
West Lindsey District Council
Children’s Links
Primary Care Trusts
Lincolnshire County Council
The Community Council of Lincolnshire (CCL)
The Lincolnshire Playing Fields Association (LPFA)
Lincolnshire Sports Partnerships
Lincolnshire Youth Cabinet
In creating this vision for play in Lincolnshire the partners believe that
play should happen through a range of quality opportunities which are
age, and developmentally appropriate and sensitive to the needs of their
users. Through the use of the opportunities to play, children and young
people should fulfil their physical and mental health development and be
able to maximise their potential personal development.
The identified targets within Making Play Matter in Lincolnshire are very
challenging and as such will require a significant amount of human
resources from the partner organisations and external funding sources.
The identification of external funding sources, especially from the Big
Lottery Fund, will remain essential in the delivery of the target in Making
Play Matter in Lincolnshire.
The development of the Making Play Matter in Lincolnshire document will
provide an overarching policy for each and every local authority in
Lincolnshire to base and dovetail their district play strategies into. The
conjunction of a play policy for Lincolnshire and a play strategy within
each district will again influence the ability of local authorities to access
vast amounts of external funding over the next three years and beyond.
3.16 South Kesteven District Council
There are a number of key internal partnerships, policies, documents that
have an influence on and or overlap with the provision and development of
Children’s Play, fundamental to each of the policies (inherent or otherwise)
is the commitment to protect, prioritise and or develop services that will
have an impact on among other things children and young people’s health
and well-being, enjoyment, safety and security and personal development.
The key policies and strategies are identified as follows together with the
potential implications for the play strategy:
Key Document

Implications for Children’s Play Strategy

South Kesteven
Community Strategy

Engage young people:
Encourage active partnership by enabling young people
to influence local services that affect their lives.
Promote social inclusion by increasing opportunities for
young people to be involved in community life.
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Key Document

South Kesteven District
Council Corporate Plan
2006/09

Lincolnshire Children
and Young People’s Plan

South Kesteven Crime &
Disorder Strategy

South Kesteven District
Council’s Cultural
Strategy

2007 - 2012

Implications for Children’s Play Strategy
Increase young people’s access to services including
sport, leisure and cultural activities.
Improve communication and information available to
young people.
Encourage Healthy Living:
Links to sports development programme.
Health promotion to young people.
Reducing the rate of obesity in children.
Safer Communities:
Developing youth-focused partnership initiatives both in
urban and rural areas including the provision of meeting
places, leisure facilities with programmes for young
people etc.
Reducing anti-social behaviour.
Promoting healthier living.
Promoting access to play services and delivering good
customer services.
Making it easier for children and young people to access
arrange of enjoyable leisure facilities.
Improving the quality of communication with children
and young people in South Kesteven.
Using play to improve children and young people
education.
Making best use of resources allocated to children’s
play.
Children and young people are protected from neglect,
harm, abuse and exploitation.
Parents, carers, families and communities are
supported to improve the lives of children and young
people.
Improved mental health and emotional well-being.
Access to integrated local services.
Increased influence of children, young people and their
families on the design and delivery of services and local
decision-making.
Reduced levels of discrimination and bullying.
Children and young people will live healthy lifestyles to
reduce long term and chronic health conditions in
adulthood.
Children and young people will be safe where they live,
work and play.
Children and young people will enjoy learning and be
confident in their achievements.
Play and associated activities for children and young
people are accepted and used as a diversionary tactic to
reduce or prevent incidents of crime and anti-social
behaviour.
Designing play sites in such a way as to reduce or
remove the potential for vandalism and other anti-social
behaviour.
The Cultural Strategy identifies that play is not only a right
for all children but also an essential aspect of their
development, culture and quality of life and their initiation
into wider cultural and leisure experiences. The Council’s
strategies should ensure that children’s play and free time
needs are met to ensure that they enjoy the physical,
emotional, cultural and social benefits that will follow.
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Key Document
South Kesteven Local
Plan - Policy Rec 4 & 5

South Kesteven District
Council Street Scene
Strategy 2007 – 2010

2007 - 2012

Implications for Children’s Play Strategy
In developments of more than 100 dwellings or 4
hectares or where the creation of a new estate results
in an under provision of playing fields in an existing
residential area a minimum standard of 1.6 hectares (4
acres) per 1,000 population or 400m2 per dwelling will
normally be provided playing fields and sports pitches.
In developments of more than 50 dwellings or 2
hectares a minimum standard of 0.8 hectares (2 acres)
per 1,000 population or 20m2 per dwelling of play
space will normally be provided for children’s play. In
exceptional cases where it is impractical to provide play
space on the site the Council will expect the developer
to pay a commuted sum towards the provision of play
facilities.
This pending strategy will set out the steps that the
Council will undertake in the next three years to
improve the quality of streets, parks and open spaces
within the District.
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The South Kesteven Context.
4.1

The Place We Live.

South Kesteven consists of 365 square miles of England's finest green and
pleasant land. Located in south-west Lincolnshire, its four towns and over
one hundred villages are home to approximately 125,000 people. The
district has significant rural heritage and history with gems like the ancient
town of Stamford, said to be “the finest stone town in England”; and
Grantham, the birthplace of the father of gravity, and of Britain’s first
women prime minister.
There are 84 parishes and town councils which cover South Kesteven.
These play an important role in promoting and supporting play
organisations within their areas. Many play agencies and formal play areas
are set up and maintained by these authorities and support is often given
to provide holiday playschemes. Village and other community halls, often
the only local meeting point, are supported by parish and town councils.
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Age Profile.

The population of South Kesteven has now risen to approximately 125,000
residents; of which 31,648 are aged between 0 - 19 years old. A
breakdown of the age ranges by Ward Area (highest to lowest) is
illustrated in the following table:
Ward

Earlesfield Grantham
Deeping St James
Market and West Deeping
Harrowby
Stamford St John's
Bourne West
Bourne East
All Saints
Truesdale
Belmont
St Anne's
Grantham St John's
Greyfriars
St Mary's
St Wulfram's
St George's
Green Hill
Ringstone
Ermine
Morkery
Thurlby
Loveden
Aveland
Hillsides
Saxonwell
Toller
Glen Eden
Isaac Newton
Heath
Witham Valley
Lincrest
Peascliffe
Barrowby
Forest
Totals

0 - 4's

5 - 9's

10 - 14's

15 - 19's

0 - 19's

627
374
353
334
386
288
288
300
320
294
225
276
216
222
153
200
223
232
115
170
143
158
124
113
93
128
103
111
72
89
101
110
65
74
7,080

670
420
468
458
403
400
358
327
348
292
278
250
246
182
205
210
239
202
154
153
155
133
151
159
166
149
137
140
110
128
137
104
124
98
8,154

643
515
478
512
442
421
412
328
317
301
293
266
273
238
278
249
224
196
195
149
163
177
181
147
160
149
164
140
100
135
145
128
109
111
8,739

505
497
479
374
374
308
350
332
202
253
337
247
289
327
286
215
183
145
138
123
129
116
111
133
122
106
122
107
204
129
85
109
131
107
7,675

2,445
1,806
1,778
1,678
1,605
1,417
1,408
1,287
1,187
1,140
1,133
1,039
1,024
969
922
874
869
775
602
595
590
584
567
552
541
532
526
498
486
481
468
451
429
390
31,648
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Gender Profile

Within the population of South Kesteven there is a higher count of females
to males for the district. This difference results in a slit of 49% male to a
51% female population.
4.4

Ethnicity Profile

As with the vast majority of Lincolnshire South Kesteven has a very small
percentage of the population that is of black or ethnic minority origin.
Black and ethnic minority of South Kesteven represents 1.6% of the
population. This figure is way below that of the national context which is
represented by a black and ethnic population of 9%.
One element of the population of South Kesteven that must be addressed
is that of the population of migrant workers, the majority of which are
either Portuguese or Polish. The number of migrant workers may still be in
small numbers against the whole population, however, it is considered
that the population size is ever increasing year on year.
4.5

Deprivation Profile

The table below shows the Wards and Areas in South Kesteven that fit
within the 50% of most deprived areas nationally. However there is
varying areas of deprivation in terms of leisure provision across the rural
areas of the District as can be seen in the deprivation map represented in
Appendix 1.
SOA
REFERENCE

SOA/Ward

Area

National
IMD
Ranking
IMD

South
Kesteven
Ranking
(1=most
deprived)

E01026312

Earlesfield

Grantham

1772

1

E01026308

Earlesfield

Grantham

3412

2

E01026328

Harrowby

Grantham

6516

3

E01026310

Earlesfield

Grantham

7844

4

E01026311

Earlesfield

Grantham

8973

5

E01026317

Grantham St Johns

Grantham

9686

6

E01026325

Harrowby

Grantham

10368

7

E01026343

St Annes

Grantham

10526

8

E01026353

St Wulframs

Grantham

11685

9

E01026318

Grantham St Johns

Grantham

12613

10

E01026336

Market and West Deeping

Deepings

13358

11

E01026345

St Annes

Grantham

14603

12

E01026309

Earlesfield

Grantham

14754

13

E01026323

Greyfriars

Grantham

15041

14

E01026361

Toller

Rural South

16723

15
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SOA
REFERENCE

SOA/Ward

Area

National
IMD
Ranking
IMD

South
Kesteven
Ranking
(1=most
deprived)

E01026290

Aveland

Rural South

16981

16

E01026288

All Saints

Stamford

17302

17

E01026298

Bourne East

Bourne

17538

18

E01026339

Morkery

Rural South

17677

19

E01026327

Harrowby

Grantham

18665

20

E01026319

Grantham St Johns

Grantham

18700

21

E01026349

St Mary’s

Stamford

18884

22

E01026332

Lincrest

Rural South

19364

23

E01026316

Glen Eden

Rural South

19549

24

E01026287

All Saints

Stamford

19820

25

E01026333

Loveden

Rural North

19852

26

E01026344

St Annes

Grantham

20008

27

E01026326

Harrowby

Grantham

20093

28

E01026315

Forest

Rural North

20841

29

E01026335

Market and West Deeping

Deepings

21011

30

E01026299

Bourne West

Bourne

21486

31

E01026348

St Georges

Stamford

21913

32

E01026297

Bourne East

Bourne

22243

33

E01026331

Isaac Newton

Rural South

22524

34

E01026329

Heath

Rural North

22696

35

E01026330

Hillsides

Rural South

22697

36

E01026289

All Saints

Stamford

22827

37

E01026341

Ringstone

Rural South

23048

38

E01026338

Morkery

Rural South

23236

39

E01026351

St Marys

Stamford

23540

40

E01026355

Saxonwell

Rural North

23828

41

E01026340

Peascliffe

Rural North

24141

42

E01026313

Ermine

Rural North

24185

43

E01026347

St Georges

Stamford

24425

44

E01026306

Deeping St James

Deepings

24565

45

E01026314

Ermine

Rural North

24651

46

E01026365

Witham Valley

Rural North

24807

47

E01026301

Bourne West

Bourne

24875

48

E01026291

Barrowby

Rural North

25896

49

E01026296

Bourne East

Bourne

26611

50

E01026320

Green Hill

Grantham

26882

51

E01026342

Ringstone

Rural South

27278

52

E01026350

St Marys

Stamford

27326

53

E01026337

Market and West Deeping

Deepings

27425

54

E01026322

Green Hill

Grantham

27492

55

E01026321

Green Hill

Grantham

27561

56

E01026293

Belmont

Rural North

27637

57

E01026346

St Georges

Stamford

27817

58

E01026292

Belmont

Rural North

27949

59

E01026304

Deeping St James

Deepings

28809

60

E01026294

Belmont

Rural North

29241

61

E01026363

Truesdale

Rural South

29448

62
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SOA
REFERENCE

SOA/Ward

Area

National
IMD
Ranking
IMD

South
Kesteven
Ranking
(1=most
deprived)

E01026357

Stamford St Johns

Stamford

30060

63

E01026360

Thurlby

Rural South

30220

64

E01026295

Bourne East

Bourne

30414

65

E01026354

St Wulframs

Grantham

30474

66

E01026307

Deeping St James

Deepings

30516

67

E01026362

Truesdale

Rural South

30608

68

E01026352

St Wulframs

Grantham

30850

69

E01026324

Greyfriars

Grantham

31020

70

E01026358

Stamford St Johns

Stamford

31067

71

E01026334

Market and West Deeping

Deepings

31084

72

E01026356

Stamford St Johns

Stamford

31282

73

E01026302

Bourne West

Bourne

31298

74

E01026364

Truesdale

Rural South

31523

75

E01026303

Deeping St James

Deepings

31594

76

E01026300

Bourne West

Bourne

31697

77

E01026305

Deeping St James

Deepings

32036

78

E01026359

Stamford St Johns

Stamford

32113

79

4.6

Health Profile

Overall, the indicators of health for people living in South Kesteven are
better than average when compared with England, the East Midlands and
with other similar local authorities.
Teenage pregnancy rates are comparatively low.
Most lifestyle indicators are similar to or better than the national
average. However, it is estimated that almost 1 in 4 people smoke
and 1 in 4 adults are obese.
Life expectancy is higher than the England average and increasing
at a similar rate.
Premature death rates from most major causes are lower than
average. However, the rate of road injuries and deaths is higher.
Death rates from heart disease and stroke are falling at a similar
rate to the England trend.
Most indicators of ill health suggest average or below average level
of illness.
The indicator for mental health shows a substantially smaller
proportion of people than average is recorded as receiving longterm treatment.
Source: Department of Health: Health Profile for South Kesteven, 2006
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Obesity Trends in Children and Young People
The Health Survey for England (2004) identified the following key factors and
observations around obesity in children and young people.
Among boys and girls aged 2-15, the proportion who were obese increased between
1995 and 2004, from 11 per cent in 1995 to 19 per cent in 2004 among boys, and
from 12 per cent in 1995 to 18 per cent in 2004 among girls.
The same pattern was apparent among boys aged 2-10 between 1995 and 2004,
with an increase in the proportion that were obese, (10 per cent to 16 per cent).
There was a different pattern for girls aged 2-10, with no statistically significant
increases in the proportion overweight (14 per cent in 2004) or obese (12 per cent in
2004) in this period.
In boys aged 11-15, as with younger boys, there was an increase in the proportion
that were obese between 1995 and 2004 (14 per cent to 24 per cent). There were
increases in this period among girls aged 11-15 who were overweight (14 per cent to
19 per cent), and obese (15 per cent to 26 per cent).
Obesity Projections to 2010
In 2010 it is expected that at least 200,392 boys and 246,290 girls who are
insufficiently active will be obese. Even among those who are active, it is predicted
that around 421,584 boys and 335,801 girls will also be obese.
It is notable that projected figures show a greater rate of increase among boys than
girls. For boys, forecast estimates have predicted that in 2010 a further 100,000 boys
who live in households where both parents are overweight or obese will themselves
be obese than in 2003 (a 10 percentage point increase in prevalence).
Equivalent figures for girls show approximately 7,000 more girls within this group will
be obese in 2010, representing two percentage point increase in prevalence from
2003.
As was observed with estimates for 2003, a greater number of obese children live in
households where one parent is overweight/obese than those who live in households
where both parents are overweight/obese.
Twice as many children actually live in households where one parent is
overweight/obese than those who live in households where both parents are
overweight/obese.
Comparative Figures 2003 - 2010
The following tables illustrate the current and projected prevalence of obesity for
children and young people in the East Midlands over the periods 2003 - 2010.
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Boys

Girls

What is clear from the tables is that obesity in children and young people in the East
Midlands area is projected to increase significantly over the period for both boys and
girls with the greatest projected increase being for boys.
4.7

South Kesteven Play Partnership

Prior to the development of the Play strategy there had been no relevant
working play partnership or forum operating across the district of South
Kesteven. As part of its enabling and facilitation role South Kesteven
District Council brought together a number of key stakeholders with the
intention of establishing a district wide play partnership. The formation of
the play partnership would not only serve as an excellent forum for
establishing a well rounded holistic strategy but also to remain in place to
implement the action plan, monitor performance and review and revise
the strategy and action plan over its lifetime.
The partnership will consist of two groups, the committee and the forum.
The forum is a general membership where organisations provide the
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membership base and come together to share good and or best practice
and to discuss topics related to children and young people’s play and
activities. Member organisations can nominate a representative onto the
committee. The management committee will be the group that manages
the implementation and review of the strategy and the resourcing of the
actions contained within the strategy both internally and externally.
Parish Councils
Parish council have a responsibility to represent and promote the health
and well-being of the residents within their parish, many parish councils
are particularly interested in the needs of children and young people, with
parish playground facilities being seen as an important local recourse.
Many Parishes own, manage and maintain equipped play grounds and
teenage provision in their respective areas.
South Lincolnshire Community Voluntary Services (CVS)
The primary purpose of the CVS is to provide a forum and a range of
opportunities for local voluntary groups. The CVS has a business objective
to assist as many local voluntary groups as possible to access external
grant aid; this is designed to help group’s access funds for service
improvements. It would therefore be beneficial for the SK Play Partnership
to work in close proximity with the CVS with regards to assisting voluntary
play providers to access funding sources.
Private Sector Providers
There are a number of private, not for profit and voluntary play providers
operating across the district. These range from sports clubs to play groups
and youth clubs to art classes. It will be important to involve as many of
these groups as possible in the SK Play Partnership as they will be able to
benefit from the advice regarding accessing funding. They will also be able
to discuss issues relevant to them, they will be able to learn from the
experiences of other play providers and also benefit from any feedback
from private sector play providers.
Primary Care Trusts (PCT)
Although the PCT does not necessarily see itself as a play provider their
services do include elements of play within them. This is evident as they
try to move away from simply providing acute healthcare needs whilst
moving into preventative services. Again, like SKDC and parish council,
their focus is on the health, well-being and quality of life of the both
children and adults. Therefore the expertise and health based knowledge
the organisation can bring to the table will be valuable in identifying issues
relating play to the health and well-being of children and young people.
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Play Provision in South Kesteven
5.1

Audit and Review of Play in South Kesteven.

The Council is a key provider of play opportunities across the District.
Currently, the Council providers a number of facilities and activities for
children such as play schemes, summer sports programmes, term time
sports clubs, arts activities/events, parks and play areas, leisure facilities
and grants are available from the Council’s Community Grants Scheme.
There is a range of other organisations within South Kesteven who also
offer services and activities.
These include: Parish Councils, County
Council initiatives, Leisure Contractors, Guildhall Arts Centre, Grantham
and Stamford Arts Centres.
5.2

Play Provision in South Kesteven.

Playground & Play Spaces
Throughout the district of South Kesteven there are playgrounds and play
spaces located in a vast and varied number of locations from the rurally
isolated villages to the more urban areas of Grantham and Stamford.
These facilities are divided in to categories; SKDC maintained facilities and
parish maintained facilities.
SKDC Maintained Facilities
Within the district of South Kesteven there are currently 39 play facilities
that are owned and maintained by the local authority. From the existing
39 play facilities that are owned and maintained by the local authority 30
(or 77%) of these are situated in the 4 urban areas of The Deepings,
Stamford, Bourne and Grantham. The remaining 9 playgrounds or play
spaces are located in the more rural areas of the district including South
Witham, Morton, Langtoft, Witham-on-the-Hill and Denton. This figure is
considerably low in the context of the district comprising of approximately
100 villages and hamlets covering 233,000 acres of countryside.
Source: ROSPA: Play Area Safety Inspection Report for SKDC, 2006

These playgrounds and play spaces owned and maintained by SKDC
receive an annual inspection by the Royal Society for the Prevention of
Accidents (RoSPA). These inspections ensure the following four core
standards:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Site safety
Suitability and conditions ancillary items
Standard compliance, suitability and conditions of equipment
Dimensional compliance, suitability and conditions of surfacing
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When referring to the compliance of the site this refers to relevant
requirements in accordance with EN 1176: “Playground Equipment”, PAS
30 (Sports Areas) and PAS 35 (Wheeled Sports)
Also along with the annual inspections all play equipment is checked
weekly by the council’s grounds maintenance contractor and daily at the
larger sites.
Parish Maintained Facilities
Currently, the only recognised and standardised method of assessing the
level of outdoor playing space has been provided by the National Playing
Fields Association and is often referred to as “The NPFA six acre standard”.
Having attempted to engage parish councils on 3 separate occasions in
various forms of consultation SKDC were able to communicate with 61 out
of the 79 parish councils resulting in a success rate of 77% completion.
From the 61 completed or partially completed forms it shows that
approximately, at present, out of a district population of approx 125,000
there are only 13,581 residents who do not have access from within their
parish / town to a playing field or their parish council did not respond to
the survey. This represents 11% of the population. From the parish
consultation information we can conclude that:
Within SKDC, there are 34 parishes without playing fields (40%).
Of those 34, only 5 have a population of more than 300. 60% of
the parishes (including urban areas have playing fields (50
parishes)
41 parishes have some playground equipment (49%). Out of
these 41, 36 parishes or a similar independent body, own the
playground equipment. They are fully responsible for maintaining
and inspecting each site.
Play Schemes
Each year the District Council openly invites participation in Play
Leadership, subject to finance being available. At present, SKDC operates
two forms of play scheme.
Grantham Playschemes: These are delivered in, what are
considered to be, the deprived wards of Grantham. Providing an
OFSTED registered full day care service at a minimal cost.
District Playschemes: These are delivered across the district
assisting financially in the operation of playschemes, by making a
grant, which may be up to 50% of the approved total cost involved
in the introduction and operation of the scheme. Payments of the
grant are conditional upon the following:
District Council approval being given to the scheme, before any
operation is commenced
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The scheme to be inspected by the District Council and/or Ofsted
The estimated cost of the scheme being submitted to and
approved by the District Council before the scheme commences
The remaining 50% of the total cost of the play scheme needs to
be met by the Parish / Town Council
Alongside the SKDC co-ordinated playschemes there are various privately
operated facilities that offer childcare over the summer holidays. In
general these normally charge between £5 -£15 per session and operate
throughout the school holidays including the Easter period and half terms.
In 2006 SKDC delivered playschemes two Grantham playschemes held at
Belton Lane Community Primary and St Hugh’s Mathematics and
Computing College, each of which ran for 2 ½ weeks respectively. These
programmes engaged over 120 children and young people each day over
the 24-day period.
As for the District playschemes, SKDC worked in partnership with 6 town /
parish councils to deliver across the SK district in areas other than
Grantham. These included:
Barrowby
Baston
Claypole
Deeping St James
Market Deeping
Stamford
Along with those play opportunities provided, alone and in partnership by
SKDC there are also a number of privately delivered play opportunities
these include the following:
Planet Action - Leisure Centres
Belton Lane Kids Club – Grantham
The Fun Club - Gonerby Hill Foot
Kings Farm - Long Bennington
Stepping Stones – Grantham
Jimmy D’s – Deeping St James
Before & After School Provision
The District Council is not responsible for any before and after school
clubs. However, after school play provision / care is expanding rapidly
within South Kesteven. There are now a total of 22 providers of before
and after school provision. These include:
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A2A – Grantham
Abbey Kids Club – Bourne
Albion Lodge – Grantham
Baston Kids Club – Baston
Belmont Kids Club – Grantham
Corby Kids Club – Corby Glen
Daytime kids Club – Thurlby
Dysart Day Care – Grantham
Great Wood Farm – Boothby
Head Start – Bourne
Hill View – Grantham
Kings Farm – Long Bennington
Littlegates – Dry Doddington
Malcolm Sargent After School
Meadow View – Stamford
Stepping Stones – Grantham
Teddy Bears - Colsterworth
Day Care Facilities
Within South Kesteven there are a total of 14 playgroups, 19 day
nurseries, 22 out of school care settings and 64 child minders all
registered with the Lincolnshire Children’s Information Service. Each one
operates independently of the District Council. To ensure standards are
maintained, the Lincolnshire Social Services Independent Inspection Unit
(Ofsted) visits each site annually. A list of the childminders, preschool
playgroups and day nurseries can be seen in the following table:

CHILDMINDERS
LOCATION

NO

Allington
Ancaster
Barrowby
Caythorpe
Claypole
Colsterworth
Corby Glen
Frieston
Gonerby Hill Foot
Grantham
Great Gonerby
Harlaxton
Knipton
Long Bennington
Normanton
Old Somerby
Pointon
South Witham

1
1
3
5
1
1
2
1
1
35
1
3
1
2
1
1
3
1

PRE-SCHOOL PLAYGROUP
LOCATION

Allington
Ancaster
Barrowby
Caythorpe
Claypole
Colsterworth
Corby Glen
Cranwell
Gonerby Hill Foot
Hougham
Long Bennington
Manthorpe
Ropsley
South Witham
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DAY NURSERY

NO

LOCATION

NO

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Boothby Pagnell
Claypole
Creeton
Dry Doddington
Grantham
Honington
Long Bennington

1
1
1
1
13
1
1
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Quality of Play provision in South Kesteven.

As part of its ongoing maintenance and inspection programme the Council
undertakes periodic inspections of all its play sites through RoSPA to
ensure facilities are regularly inspected and fit for purpose. A summary of
all the site inspections for 2006 can be seen as follows:
No

Name of Play Site

RoSPA Assessment - Comments

1

South Witham Park

This site generally fulfils the purpose of a LEAP/NEAP. There is
slightly insufficient equipment and no hard surfaced ball games
area, although there are flat grass and hard surfaces adjacent.

2

Drift Road

This site generally fulfils the purpose of a LEAP/NEAP High fences
and hedges restrict oversight from nearby housing but the area
has regular passers-by.

3

Mountbatten Ave Stamford

This site has the potential for a LEAP but buffer zones are
insufficient. There is also another play area nearby. This area is
surrounded by houses and there are pathways through the area
giving reasonable social safety. All play equipment has been
removed from this site.

4
5

Elizabeth Road, Stamford
Andrew Road Stamford

6

Kesteven Road Stamford

7

Lonsdale Road Stamford

8

Empingham Road

This site generally fulfils the purpose of a LEAP/NEAP.
This site generally fulfils the purpose of a LAP but the equipment is
for older children.
This site generally fulfils the purpose of a LEAP, though there is
insufficient equipment. There is limited oversight by housing and
passers-by. There is limited social safety.
This site generally fulfils the purpose of a LEAP
This site is separated from housing by an un-calmed road – Install
traffic calming - Medium Risk.
This site generally fulfils the purpose of a LEAP/NEAP, although the
basketball area does not have a hard surface.
This site generally fulfils the purpose of a LEAP/NEAP.
This site generally fulfils the purpose of a LEAP/NEAP.
This site generally fulfils the purpose of a LEAP although there is
insufficient equipment. This site is close to housing but has limited
casual supervision. Better sightlines would be an improvement.
This site generally fulfils the purpose of a LEAP. There are no
specific kick-about facilities but there is plenty of flat grass
adjacent There is limited casual supervision from nearby housing.
Replacement of some hedging with see-through fencing is
suggested.
This site generally fulfils the purpose of a LAP. Though a LAP, the
equipment is not suitable for toddlers.
This site generally fulfils the purpose of a LEAP/NEAP. There is no
hard surface ball games area but there is a grass football pitch
adjacent. 2 fenced areas almost directly adjacent.
This site generally fulfils the purpose of a LEAP/NEAP. There is no
hard surfaced ball games area, but there is plenty of flat grass
adjacent. This is a pleasant site but has limited casual supervision
and social safety.
This site generally fulfils the purpose of a LAP/LEAP but there is
insufficient equipment and insufficient buffer zone.
This site generally fulfils the purpose of a LEAP. There is sufficient
space for it to be LEAP/NEAP. There is only limited oversight at
this area.

9
10
11

Recreation Ground Stamford
Foxglove Road Rutland heights
The Crescent Morton

12

Playing Field Dyke

13

Northfields Bourne

14

Recreation Ground Bourne

15

Wellhead Playing Field Bourne

16

Pinewood Close Bourne

17

Playing Field Langtoft

18

Witham-on-the-Hill

This site generally fulfils the purpose of a LEAP/NEAP but there is
no specific hard surface kick-about facility, although there is an
area of flat grass and a goal.

19
20
21
22

Northfields Market Deeping
Not Inspected
Not Inspected
Crowson Road Deeping St James

This site generally fulfils the purpose of a LAP.
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23

Hereward Way Deeping St James

24

Church Street Market Deeping

25

Kesteven Drive Market Deeping

26

Gonerby Hill Grantham

27

Alexandra Road Grantham

28
29

Larch Close Grantham
Harrowby Lane

30

Princess Drive

31

Wyndham Park Grantham

32
33

Tyndal Road Grantham
Beechcroft Road Grantham

34

Dysart Park Grantham

35

Trent Road Grantham

36
37

Hungate Road Denton
Stamford Rec Ground (Skatepark)

38

Wyndham Park (Skatepark)

39

Hornsby Road

This site generally fulfils the purpose of a LEAP. This site is
somewhat isolated and there is only limited oversight from
housing and passers-by.
Site is accessed at a public pathway through an arch between
housing by 60 Church Street. This site generally fulfils the purpose
of a LAP but with more equipment could achieve LEAP. This site is
rather isolated.
This site generally fulfils the purpose of a LEAP/NEAP designated
by space available and siting, not by limited play equipment. High
hedges limit sightlines from adjacent housing. A seat and other
items of equipment for younger children may encourage parents
to visit the area with their children.
This site generally fulfils the purpose of a NEAP. There is no
specific ball games facility but there is sufficient flat grass
adjacent.
This site generally fulfils the purpose of a LEAP for planning
purposes but there is insufficient equipment. This site has limited
casual supervision. The provision of seating and equipment for
toddlers would encourage adults to accompany younger children
and would improve casual supervision.
This site generally fulfils the purpose of a LAP.
This site generally fulfils the purpose of a LEAP. This site is
adjacent to a busy road, which presents a hazard for children
crossing from the housing opposite. Traffic calming is
recommended by extending the 20 mph area- Medium Risk.
This site generally fulfils the purpose of a LEAP. This site has a
busy road to one side, and a road on the other side
Traffic calming is recommended, a playground sign by the school
sign would reduce the risk - Medium Risk.
This site generally fulfils the purpose of a NEAP but there is no
hard surface for ball games, although there is plenty of flat grass
adjacent. There is also a wheeled sports facility adjacent.
This site generally fulfils the purpose of a LEAP.
This site generally fulfils the purpose of a LEAP. This site is a
reasonable distance from houses but is overlooked by housing and
passers by, Judicious pruning/thinning of the hedges should be
maintained to improve casual supervision from the houses across
the roads on both sides and sight lines to the road.
This site generally fulfils the purpose of a NEAP. Although there is
no specific ball games area, there are flat hard and grass areas
adjacent. Signage is recommended to Paddling Pool for
parent/guardian control. Low/Medium risk.
Open ball court with 2 basketball/5-A-Side Goal combinations. No
fencing to prevent balls entering the shopping area car park of the
pub car park. This area generally meets the requirements of a
LAP. Life expectancy = Over 10 years depending upon volume of
users and level of vandalism.
This site generally fulfils the purpose of a LAP.
The following were inspected and were found to be in satisfactory
condition: Access for emergency vehicles, Site is well overlooked,
Signs to PAS35, Visibility from adjacent housing, No possible
conflicts with other activities nearby,
Movement clashes, Safe provision for casual spectators
Safe separation from any playground, 2 Shelters, 2 Litter Bins,
Surfacing – Tarmac in satisfactory condition.
The following were inspected and found to be in a satisfactory
condition: Type of site – Mixed, Access appeared to be satisfactory
for emergency vehicles,
Separation from other playground, General Surface – Concrete in
good condition, Work is required on the following items:- No hard
surface access to area, Limited visibility from nearby roads or
housing, No road signs are present – Not applicable, No Signs to
PAS35 – Required.
A newish site installed near a local shopping area. This area
generally meets the requirements of LEAP.
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Potential Gaps in Play Provision.

As can be seen in the mapping exercise in the attached Appendices and
the outcomes from the consultation exercise in the next chapter there are
a number of perceived and identified gaps in provision, these are seen
broadly as:
Potential need for more children’s play areas across the rural areas
of South Kesteven.
Potential need for more children’s play areas in the densely
populated and more deprived urban areas of the District
Potential need for more teenage provision in urban and rural areas
to include skate park facilities (fixed or portable), youth shelters,
and multi use games areas (MUGA’s) and kick walls.
Potential need for more summer play schemes and outreach
(mobile or portable) play provision and activities.

6.

Consultation on Children’s Play Needs in South Kesteven
6.1

How we consulted with everyone.

The methodology used in undertaking the Consultation on Children’s Play
in South Kesteven was primarily that of a questionnaire based study
aimed at Children and Young People, Parents, Guardians, Carers and other
Stakeholders.
The Children’s Play Strategy also draws on previous consultation outcomes
with children and young people, their parents, guardians and carers
undertaken prior to 2007 as part of the Council’s 2005 Play Strategy.
Over the two periods of consultation the following process and outcomes
were undertaken and recorded:
Parish & Town Councils
A questionnaire and covering letter was sent to all the Parish and Town
Councils throughout South Kesteven which was designed in the context of
identifying and updating the various play provision in the rural areas
together with their perceived key issues, needs and aspirations for
children and young people’s play and recreation (60 Parish & Town
Councils responded).
Play Providers
A questionnaire and covering letter was also sent to all the play providers
throughout South Kesteven which was designed to identify their
perceptions of the importance, key aspects, key issues and needs for
children’s play (14 Play providers responded).
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Key Stakeholders
A questionnaire was sent to the Primary Care Trust and Police seeking
their views on the importance and issues relating to children’s play (6 Key
Stakeholder representatives responded).
Parents, Guardians & Carers
A sample of parents, guardians and carers were asked to give their views
on the development of children’s play through South Kesteven and what
they felt was needed to improve the situation(overall 281 Parents
Guardians and Carers responded).
Children and young people
Children and young people were invited to take part in the consultation
exercise through four different mechanisms i.e. questionnaire based
study, those taking part in the SKDC holiday play schemes, the Wyndham
Park Forum and through the SKDC Website (overall 392 Children and
Young People responded).
In all there were over 750 responses made up of children and young
people, parents, carers and guardians, play providers and other
stakeholders, the 79 of which were representing the wide ranging views of
children and young people.
6.2

What our stakeholders, children & young people told us.

The outcomes of the consultation process are summarised in the following
tables by the respective stakeholder group.
Previous Consultation
The outcomes from the original consultation exercise with children and young people
and their parents, guardians and carers can be seen in Appendix 12. However the key
messages from the consultation exercise were:
Children and young people wanted play areas near to where they live.
A large number of children and young people liked to play in the local park.
Children and young people wanted to see a wide variety of sports and play
equipment in play areas.
A large percentage of children taking part did not attend play schemes but
would like if having the opportunity.
A high proportion of parents, guardians and carers wanted to see more
activities for children and young people.
Parents etc wanted to see improvements in among other things,
playgrounds, sports facilities and skate parks.
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Current Consultation
Parish & Town Councils
A summary of the current levels of provision, the adequacy of provision
together with the perceived aspirations and needs of the 60 Parish & Town
Councils that responded can be seen in Appendix 13.
The findings from the consultation shows that of the 60 Parish & Town
Councils that responded 17 do not currently have any formal play
provision, however this has to be considered in the light that some of
those Parishes do not have any available land to provide one. Many of the
remaining Parishes that do have play facilities report the need to either
replace, refurbish or update due to the play sites no longer being ‘fit for
purpose’ i.e. they now lack any play value by the children and young
people that would use them.
The findings also show a desire by a number of parishes to improve their
play or recreational sites through development of new Play Areas; Skate
Parks Multi Use Games Areas (MUGA’s), Youth Shelters etc.
It is clear from the parish responses and from the mapping of children and
young people’s play provision that whilst there is a broad spread of play
provision across South Kesteven there are a number of pockets where
play provision is scarce or lacking in play value for those that would use
them.
Children and Young People
The responses from the consultation exercise with children and young
people through the playschemes, Wyndham Park Forum and the Council’s
website can be seen in Appendix 14. A summary of the identified issues
and needs from the children and young people’s responses are as follows:
Key Issues
Some places do not have play areas and there is not enough to do.
Some play areas are too old and boring.
There is not enough play equipment or what there is not the right
type for their age group.
The majority of play equipment is for younger children.
Not enough equipment or things to do for teenagers.
Very little for children and young people with disabilities.
Concerns about teenagers, gangs and bullies, smoking, swearing
etc and anticipated or real fear.
Vandalism of parks and play areas.
Dirty environment i.e. parks and play areas, dog mess, broken
glass, rubbish, litter and dirt.
Traffic near some play areas.
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Needs
Bigger Play Areas.
More for teenagers to do.
More play equipment.
Need for Ball Games Areas.
More litter bins.
More Youth or Teen Shelters.
Climbing Frame/Walls.
Park Attendants.
People to clean up dog mess.
Cleaner parks and play areas.
Get rid of gangs.
Need for safe supervised areas.
Play providers
The responses from the consultation exercise with Play Providers can be
seen in Appendix 16. A summary of the identified issues and needs from
their collective responses are as follows:
Key Issues
Lack of resources and funding.
Concerns around safety.
Accessibility of play facilities.
Lack of transport in Rural Areas.
To much TV/Video/Computers competing with play.
Lack of courses for play staff.
High cost of hiring facilities for play.
Lack of volunteer adults willing to take part.
Limited play spaces.
Needs
Moe clubs/youth clubs.
More play equipment and larger play sites.
Need for better maintained playgrounds.
Need for additional funding to improve children’s play
opportunities?
Need for more play in the rural areas.
Need for separate ages for differing age groups.
Need for more coaching courses.
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Parents, Guardians & Carers
The responses from the consultation exercise with Parents, Guardians and
Carers can be seen in Appendix 17. A summary of their identified issues
and needs are as follows:
Key Issues
Safety concerns largely due to a lack of supervision in play spaces.
Older children, teenagers and bullying.
Stranger danger.
Drug use.
There are no nice play areas near to home.
Lack of equipment in play areas.
Access to play facilities.
Vandalism and broken equipment in play sites.
Dogs and dog mess.
Needs
More play equipment in parks and open spaces.
Lighting, improved safety and CCTV in play areas.
More play equipment for younger children.
Moe and bigger play areas.
More sheltered areas, more seating and more picnic areas.
More football posts for young people to play.
More dog bins and less dog mess.
Better cleanliness of open spaces and play areas and more litter
bins.
Need for more facilities e.g. drink kiosks and toilets.
Need for more summer play schemes.
Need for more supervision in parks and open spaces e.g. use of
Rangers.
Other Stakeholders
The responses from the consultation exercise with other stakeholders can
be seen in Appendix 18. A summary of their perceived issues and needs
for children and young people are as follows:
Key Issues
Lack of information about play and other activities and poor
advertising of what’s on.
Lack of transport for children and young people to access play
provision.
Lack of interest or no time.
Concerns about safety and security.
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Speeding cars and other traffic issues.
Large groups of youths.
Badly lit streets.
Littered play areas.
Costs of accessing facilities.
Needs
Open spaces close to children and young people’s homes.
Safe stimulating environments.
Good play services and goof play facilities.

Children and Young People with Disabilities and Special Needs (regional
response)
A consultation exercise was undertaken across the East Midlands with
parents, carers and children and young people throughout 2005 by
Beverley McDowell and Alyson Fisk the final report of which was entitled
‘Every Child Deserves Play & Leisure - Promoting Active Participation for
Children and Young People’. The document spans 57 pages and is
obviously too large to reproduce here. Some of the headline information
can be seen as follows:
The project was set up to look into the needs of disabled children
and young people, aged 8 - 14 with regard to play, leisure and out
of school childcare and activities in geographically or socially
isolated settings in the EM region.
A data base of providers across the region was created using
information on the nine local authority websites, Children
Information Services and national information services such as The
National Disability Information Service managed by Mencap.
Questionnaires and telephone interviews were undertaken with key
stakeholders in the statutory and voluntary sector.
An audit of service provision across the region was undertaken by
questionnaire by email and post. A total of 460 questionnaires
were sent out.
Questionnaires were sent to out of school providers through EYDCP
network, as well as to each local authority Youth Service and, each
local authority Children Act Register to establish numbers of
disabled children registered in each area and to request any
information about play and leisure activities.
Questionnaires were sent to parent/carers and children, aged 8 to
14. A total of 1650 questionnaires were sent. This was followed up
by telephone interviews with some parents.
Meeting with groups of parents and telephone interviews with
parent group leaders.
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Questionnaires, which were printed using words and symbols,
were sent to targeted groups of young people, aged 14 to 21. A
total of 250 questionnaires were sent out.
Key stakeholders, commissioners of services, service providers and
parents/carers were asked to name groups or services for good
practice nominations so that we could share examples of good
practice across the region. Telephone interviews and some
observations were then conducted with some good practice
nominees.
Consultation with young people’s groups.
Some of the findings and tables that are considered to have a bearing on
Children’s Play are shown in Appendix 15.
6.3

The things we need to do to improve and develop play.

The consultation responses from children and young people, parents and
carers, parish and town councils, play providers and other stakeholders
resulted in a number of themes and priorities for play being identified. In
addition the strategy also identified a number of other strategic influences
and implications affecting the development of play in South Kesteven. The
emerging themes and priorities are seen as follows:
1. Need to raise the profile of play
The inference from the consultation exercise was that play was not fully
understood and valued by all parents and the community in general and
that the profile of play needed to be raised to a higher level. The specific
areas covered:
Lack of awareness of play areas & initiatives.
Need to ensure that play is inclusive to every child and young
person regardless of their situation.
Need to raise awareness of the wide range of activities for children
and young people to do across South Kesteven.
Need to ensure that everyone involved in developing and providing
for children and young people’s play and recreational activities
champions and promotes the needs of play.
Need for more organised & supervised elements of play.
2. Need for better maintained parks & play spaces
Adults and children highlighted the need for safer and cleaner parks, open
spaces and places to play that were free from hazards and dog mess, the
key areas included:
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Need to ensure that litter and rubbish is removed on a regular
basis.
Graffiti and vandalism to be controlled.
Control of dogs and clearing up of dog mess.
Need to replace old play equipment that is no longer valued.
3. Potential need for more parks and areas in which to play
A number of children and parents highlighted the need for more parks and
areas in which to play especially closer to the places they live, this
included:
Potential need for more parks and open spaces in better locations.
More places to play are needed closer to home.
Need for better access to parks & play areas, away from busy main
roads.
4. Need for more equipped play provision & youth areas
There were a number of responses by parents, children and other
stakeholders for more equipped play and recreational provision for the
differing age ranges of children and young people, this included:
More kick about areas.
Multi use games areas (MUGA).
More skate parks/BMX tracks.
In some areas there is too much equipment aimed specifically at
the very young & nothing for older children.
Potential need for more varied facilities, i.e. innovative ideas e.g.
adventure play.
Youth shelters.
5. Need for more resources for play
The inference from the audit and consultation exercise was that more
resources were needed in which to improve and develop play across the
District; this inevitably involves the need for more funding for play either
from shared resources by the existing partners and stakeholders involved
in providing for play or new resources from a range of other sources. The
key areas were seen as:
Need to offer more holiday play schemes and recreational activities
for children and young people.
Potential need for taking play and recreation out to the remote
areas of the District e.g. through use of a play bus or ‘buying in’
portable equipment and staffing.
Need to maximise Section 106 Agreements with developers.
Funding for equipped play provision.
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Funding for other recreational activities.
Safety equipment, safer surfacing and fencing in and around
equipped play areas.
Need to update play provision in line with RoSPA’s inspection
reports.
6. Need for children and young people to feel safe and secure
Children and their parents want safe places in which to play and the
feeling was that there should be a supervising presence to ensure that this
happens. The key issues were identified as:
Lack of supervision in parks and play areas, potential need for Park
angers.
Too many teenagers and gangs, smoking and drinking, anticipated
fear.
Bullying by teenagers.
7. Need for more supervised play and recreational activities
The value and need for supervised provision and activities was highlighted
in many of the responses from children and their parents, the main areas
of need were:
Need for more provision in the remote/rural areas.
Potential need for mobile play facilities in the rural areas.
Potential need to provide/facilitate more after school activities.
Need for more holiday play & recreational schemes.
8. Need for more community involvement in developing play
It was clear from the study and consultation that there is already a lot of
play and recreational activities happening across the District however it
was considered that more could be achieved through the following:
Need for schools to offer increased after school / holiday clubs.
Need for ongoing consultation with children and young people
when developing a range of play initiatives across South Kesteven.
Need to ensure that play and recreational activities are inclusive
for all children and young people.
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How We Will Develop Children’s Play In South Kesteven
7.1

Our vision for Children’s Play in South Kesteven

We believe that every Child and Young Person in South Kesteven has the
right to be able to play and be given every opportunity to do so in an
inclusive way and in a safe and stimulating environment without
compromising their enjoyment and fun.
7.2

Our values and principles for developing play
The vision, principles, process and framework for Play in South
Kesteven should be collective and embraced by all those involved
in the development of children and young people’s play and
associated activities.
Children and young people must be central to the process, and
their needs, opinions and reactions taken into account. There must
be consistency and clarity in our values and children and young
people must see the connection between our Play Strategy and
what is actually going to happen in practice.
Children and young people’s control of his or her own play activity
is a crucial factor in enriching his or her experience and enhancing
their development.
Play provision will be based on the principle of empowering
children and increasing their choices.
Play empowers children and young people; it affirms and supports
their right to make choices, allowing them to discover their own
solutions and to allow them to develop at their own pace.
All children and young people have a right to be able to have
access to secure play environments that are free of unacceptable
risk but that still stimulates their needs and allows them to express
themselves.
Play should offer children and young people opportunities to
extend their exploration and understanding of the wider world and
therefore physical, social and cultural settings beyond their
immediate experience.
The individuality and diversity of every child is to be respected and
valued. Prejudice against children with disabilities or who suffer
social and economic disadvantage. Racism should have no place
within an environment that seeks to enhance development through
play.
Adults involved in play should always promote equality of
opportunity and access for all children and young people and to
seek the development of anti-discriminatory practice and positive
attitudes to those who are disadvantaged.
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Play opportunities should always be provided within the current
legislative framework relevant to children and young people’s
rights, their health, safety and well being.
7.3

Our key objectives.

As set out earlier on in the document a wide ranging consultation exercise
was undertaken across South Kesteven. This consultation exercise
involved around 750 children and young people and their parent(s),
guardian(s) and carer(s) and other stakeholders.
The identified needs from the audit and consultation exercise were
categorised into 8 key themes which are seen as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Need
Need
Need
Need
Need
Need
Need
Need

to raise the profile of play.
for better maintained parks and play spaces.
for more parks and areas in which to play.
for more equipped play provision and youth areas.
for more resources to develop play.
for children and young people to feel safe and secure.
for more supervised play and recreational activities.
for more community involvement in developing play.

From the above identified themes 5 key objectives have emerged in which
to develop and implement the needs and aspirations of children and young
people’s play across South Kesteven these are:
Objective 1 - Understanding the needs and raising the profile of
play
Objective 2 - Improving the Quality of Play Provision
Objective 3 - Increasing the Quantity and Range of Equipped
Play and Recreational Provision
Objective 4 - Increasing the range of play and recreational
activities to increase take-up by children and
young people
Objective 5 - Providing the necessary resources to improve and
develop play and recreational opportunities
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How We Will Make It Happen And Work
8.1

Our Priorities for Children’s Play in South Kesteven

The Play Strategy has identified a number of key actions and priorities in
which to improve the opportunities for Children and Young Peoples Play
across the South Kesteven District. The action plan sets out these
priorities and how they will be achieved over the 5 year period of the
strategy.
8.2

Making Play Count - Our Action Plan

The Play Strategy culminates in the development of a comprehensive
action plan that sets out:
The priority aims/themes for the strategy.
Key objectives within each priority theme.
Links to other strategic outcomes.
Specific actions to be delivered.
Level of priority.
Target dates.
Resource allocations.
Lead partner/other partners’ responsibilities.
Desired outcomes/success criteria.
8.3

Criteria for Identifying Priorities and Projects

The criteria to be used for assessing which play projects are prioritised and
recommended for the final submission to the Big Lottery Fund is set out in
Appendix 19. The criterion is based upon the needs and priorities of the
Play Strategy and the required key outcomes from the BLF Children’s Play
Programme.
The Stage 1 projects and applications have been assessed independently
and presented to the South Kesteven Play Partnership who has made the
final decision on which projects to include in the portfolio as part of the
final application to BLF in September 2007, South Kesteven District
Council has taken a lead role in this process.
The responsibility for submitting the children’s play programme application
to BLF rests with South Kesteven District Council which will be carried out
in line with BLF’s own guidance and the Council’s corporate governance
procedures. Ongoing monitoring of the play portfolio will include
submitting six monthly progress/monitoring reports to the Council’s
Cabinet Members and BLF around:
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What difference their funding has made.
To make sure that the money is well spent and that the portfolio is
on track.
BLF will make sure that the Council knows what information will be
required before the projects begin; this will ensure that the Council
is aware of what to aspects to plan and monitor.
Reporting on individual project and portfolio management
expenditure and be able to show BLF evidence of this if they ask to
see it.
How far the portfolio has achieved its aims.
Evaluation of Projects
Part of the process will be self-evaluation to review the progress of project
and to identify what is working well and what is not working so well for the
projects and the reasons why. Changes can then be made to the way that
the projects are run so that the portfolio achieves even more. Information
can be gathered that will help the reporting mechanism to BLF and to
others about how the portfolio is doing and what it is achieving.
Prior to the commencement of the portfolio the evaluation methodology
will need to be agreed with BLF and implemented.
8.4

Monitoring, Evaluating and Reviewing our Strategy

Monitoring and Review of the Play Strategy
Like all strategies their success very much depends on the ongoing
monitoring and review to ensure that the intended outcomes are
successfully achieved and that the strategy is regularly reviewed and
adjusted in the light of changing developments and stages of the
strategy’s evolution. The monitoring procedures will reflect the varying
nature and type of schemes making up the play strategy’s action plan.
The South Kesteven Play Partnership will be led by South Kesteven District
Council through the Healthy Communities Manager and will meet on a
regular basis throughout the period of the strategy to undertake the
following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Implement the actions contained within the Play Strategy.
Assess applications for funding and approve schemes.
Assist with the ongoing management, monitoring and evaluation of
the play Strategy’s success.
Constantly review and revise the strategy and its action plan.
Report on and celebrates its success.
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Objective 1 - Understanding the Needs and Raising the Profile of Play
No

What We Need To Do

Relevant Link To
Strategy Outcome

1.1

Establish a Lead Play
Officer.

Planning For play.
Making Play
Matter in
Lincolnshire.

Specific Actions & Priorities

Performance Measure

Lead Play Officer to Act as
Chair/Secretariat and service the
South Kesteven Play partnership
[Priority 1].

Partnership to hold 4
meetings a year.

Target
Date

Years 1-5

Resource
Allocation

Existing
Resources

Lead Partner/
Other Partners

SKDC Lead Play Officer

Outcome / Success
Criteria

Sustainability of Play
Partnership and Play Strategy
and Action Plan delivered
successfully.

Lead Play Officer to co-ordinate
the implementation of the Play
strategy [Priority 1].
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No

What We Need To Do

1.2

Raising awareness of
the importance of
children and young
people’s play and
recreation in South
Kesteven and
disseminating that
message through all
of the partner
organisations,
agencies and other
stakeholders.

Relevant Link To
Strategy Outcome

BLF Planning For
play.
Every Child
Matters.
Lincolnshire
Children & Young
People’s Plan.
South Kesteven
Community
Strategy.
SKDC Corporate
Plan.
South Kesteven
Crime & Disorder
Strategy.
Making Play
Matter in
Lincolnshire.

SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP

2007 - 2012

Specific Actions & Priorities

Performance Measure

Target
Date

Resource
Allocation

Lead Partner/
Other Partners

Outcome / Success
Criteria

Produce logo for South Kesteven
Play Partnership/ Play Strategy &
strap line on correspondence
[Priority 1].

Logo & strap line in place
prior to launch.

Year 1

Existing
Resources

SKDC
Play Partnership
Lead Play Officer

Logo designed and produced
on all future literature.

Organise and implement play
awareness events with all key
organisations & agencies to
publicise play and its value
[Priority 1].

A minimum of 3 events take
place at selected
locations/venues on the back
of existing events.

Years 1-5

Existing
Resources

SKDC
Lincolnshire Youth
Service
Parish Councils

Well attended events by
partner organisations and
other stakeholders,
commitment to raising the
profile of play.

Produce summary strategy
document in adult version and
place on Council’s web site
[Priority 1].

Document to be in place by
September 2007 and to be
distributed to all partners
and key stakeholders.

Year 1

Existing
Resources

Play Partnership

Summary version used to
raise profile of play across the
District.

Produce summary strategy
document in children & young
people’s version and distributed to
all schools and other facilities and
placed on Council’s web site
[Priority 1].

Document to be produced
and distributed prior to the
launch of the play strategy in
2007.

Year 1

Unresourced

Play Partnership
SKDC
SK Youth Forum

Children and young people
involved in developing their
own version of the document.

Establish and maintain e-mail
database of key organisations,
agencies and individuals involved
in management and development
of play [Priority 1].

Database to be in place and
circulated to all partners &
stakeholders within 6
months.
Database to be updated at
least every 6 months.

Year 1

Existing
Resources

SKDC Lead Play Officer
Lincolnshire Youth
Service

All partners and stakeholders
have access to a consistent
and current database of
everyone involved in play.

Years 1-5

Existing
Resources

Tackling the negative perceptions
of Children & Young People at
Play by adults (Nimbyism)
through use of Charter for play
tolerance and respect and an
inter-generational event [Priority
2].

Charter and intergenerational events
successfully used to break
down barriers to freely
chosen play.

Years 2-5

Unresourced

Play Partnership
Lincolnshire Youth
Service
SKDC
Parish Councils
SK LSP
CVS

Play tolerance & respect
charter promoted to adults,
children and young people
and beginning to work.
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No

1.3

What We Need To Do

Promoting play
opportunities across
the District.

Relevant Link To
Strategy Outcome

Every Child
Matters.

2007 - 2012

Specific Actions & Priorities

Performance Measure

Target
Date

Produce a children’s CD/DVD
about play [Priority 1].

CD/DVD distributed to xx
primary schools, xx
secondary schools and xx
special school during the
period of the strategy.

Years1-5

Produce a District-wide Play
Directory of play provision,
venues, activities etc and
develop/link to all key partners’
websites [Priority 1].

500 posters/flyers
advertising the directory are
produced and distributed to:
Parish Councils
Libraries
Primary Schools
Sure Start/children’s
Centres
Play Groups
Websites to be utilised in the
second year.

Lincolnshire
Children & Young
People’s Plan
South Kesteven
Community
Strategy.
SKDC Corporate
Plan.
South Kesteven
Crime & Disorder
Strategy.
Making Play
Matter in
Lincolnshire.

SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP

Website updated every six
months

Resource
Allocation

Lead Partner/
Other Partners

Outcome / Success
Criteria

Unresourced
BLF

Play Partnership
SK Youth Forum
Lead Play Officer
Lincolnshire Youth
Service

CD/DVD has raised the profile
of play throughout the
schools network and assists
in the consultation process.

Year 1

Existing
Resources

SKDC
Lead Play Officer

Greater awareness of play
provision and increased take
up of play provision.

Year 1

Existing
Resources

Play Partnership
Lincolnshire Youth
Service
SKDC

Years 2-5

Existing
Resources

Integrated website for
children’s play/services raises
awareness, assists in
consultation and decision
making process.
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No

1.4

What We Need To Do

Developing the
South Kesteven Play
Partnership.

Relevant Link To
Strategy Outcome

Planning For play.

2007 - 2012

Specific Actions & Priorities

Performance Measure

Increase the number of partners
[Priority 1].

All organisations and
agencies responsible for play
are represented on
partnership & attend
meetings.

Years 1-5

Existing
Resources

Play Partnership
Play Champions
Lead Play Officer
Lincolnshire Youth
Service

Wider range and number of
partners actively involved in
the implementation of the
play strategy.

Ensure that young people are
part of the decision making
process through links with SK
Youth Forum, Schools, Parish
Councils & other mechanisms
[Priority 1].

Representative of Play
Partnership to meet with
Youth Council to update
progress & seek their views,
frequency & timescale as
appropriate.

Years 1-5

Existing
Resources

Play Partnership

Evidence of children and
young people taking decisions
on the development of play
at a local level.

Organise a combined event to
raise awareness, launch the play
strategy and for all partners to
sign up to delivering the actions
of the Play Strategy [Priority 1].

Plan launch in summer of
2008 to coincide with BLF
funding for play & National
Play Day.
All partners to sign strategy
document.

Year 2

Existing
Resources

Play Partnership

Successful launch and signing
of Play Strategy by all
Partners.

Every Child
Matters.
Lincolnshire
Children & Young
People’s Plan
South Kesteven
Community
Strategy.
SKDC Corporate
Plan.
South Kesteven
Crime & Disorder
Strategy.

Target
Date

Resource
Allocation

Lead Partner/
Other Partners

Outcome / Success
Criteria

Making Play
Matter in
Lincolnshire.

SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP
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2007 - 2012

No

What We Need To Do

Relevant Link To
Strategy Outcome

Specific Actions & Priorities

Performance Measure

1.5

Build on and improve
links with other
organisations,
departments, and
stakeholders with an
interest in play to
avoid fragmentation
and duplication.

Planning For play.

Ensure that the Play Strategy
links with all other overlapping
policies, strategies and
agreements to ensure that
everyone recognises the
importance of play
[Priority 1].

Play Strategy & actions are
embedded in Lincolnshire
CYPP and future LAA Plans
and meetings (CYPP Block).

Years 1-5

Existing
Resources

SKDC Lead Play Officer

Closer integration of partner
organisations, policies and
actions lead to improved
deliver and avoidance of
duplication.

Local Development Framework
recognises deficiencies in
provision and affirms the stated
need [Priority 2].
Consider need for Supplementary
Guidance Note in light of this
Children’s Play Strategy.

LDF identifies need.

Years 1-5

Existing
Resources

SKDC Planning Officer

Recognition and Prioritisation
of play needs.

SGN is part of LDF.

Year 2

Unresourced

SKDC Planning Officer

The needs of the Children’s Play
Strategy both inform and are
informed by pending Parish Plans
[Priority 1].

All Parish Plans feed into the
ongoing implementation and
review of the Strategy.

Years 1-5

Existing
Resources

Parish Councils
SKDC
Play Partnership

Parish planning encompasses
the needs of play across the
period of the Children’s Play
Strategy.

Piggy back onto other network
meetings and events between
Play, Sports & Leisure, and Arts
to ensure that play is seen as an
integral part of those services and
activities [Priority 2].

Populate list of appropriate
meetings & forward minutes
and actions.

Years 1-5

Existing
Resources

SKDC Lead Play Officer
Lincolnshire Youth
Service

Play becomes integral to
overlapping leisure provision.

Establish a Lead Play Champion
for the District [Priority 1].
Define roles and responsibilities
for play champions and undertake
awareness training [Priority 1].
Identify a number of other people
to represent and champion play
[Priority 2].

Lead Play Champion is
appointed to Chair the Play
Partnership prior to the
launch.
Appoint 3 play champions, 1
at a political level.
Play Champion leads the
successful implementation of
the strategy.

Year 1

Existing
Resources

Play Partnership

Play Champions in place and
raising the profile of play
across the District.

Years 1-5

Existing
Resources

Lead Play
Champion

Lincolnshire
Children & Young
People’s Plan
SKDC Corporate
Plan.
Making Play
Matter in
Lincolnshire.

1.6

Developing Play
Champions

Planning For play.
Making Play
Matter in
Lincolnshire.

SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP

Target
Date

Resource
Allocation

Lead Partner/
Other Partners

Outcome / Success
Criteria
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No

1.7

What We Need To Do

Consulting with
children, young
people, parents &
guardians to involve
them in the decision
making, planning
and delivering of
play schemes and
play services.

Relevant Link To
Strategy Outcome

Planning For play.
Every Child
Matters.
Lincolnshire
Children & Young
People’s Plan
South Kesteven
Community
Strategy.
SKDC Corporate
Plan.
Making Play
Matter in
Lincolnshire.

1.8

Understanding and
identifying the needs
of rural play
provision.

Planning For play.
Every Child
Matters.
Making Play
Matter in
Lincolnshire.

SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP

2007 - 2012

Specific Actions & Priorities

Performance Measure

Target
Date

Undertake ongoing consultation
with children & young people and
their parent(s)/guardian(s) and
carer(s) across the District as part
of play events/play
schemes/schools and through use
of the partners’ websites
[Priority 2].

Annual linked consultation
exercise with all target
groups leading to identified
needs.

Years 2-5

Ongoing development and use of
South Kesteven Newsletter to
celebrate what Young People do
in their communities [Priority
1].

A number of play initiatives
are recognised and
celebrated.

Encourage children and young
people to be part of specifying
and commissioning play sites and
skate parks [Priority 1].

Resource
Allocation

Lead Partner/
Other Partners

Outcome / Success
Criteria

Existing
Resources

Play Partnership

Joined up approach to
consultation with children and
young people leading to a
single exercise being
undertaken across the District
to maximise response and
impact.

Years 1 - 5

Existing
Resources

SKDC
SK Youth Forum

Celebration of Young People’s
community involvement and
achievement.

District & Parish Councils
involve children and young
people in choice of schemes.

Years 2-5

Existing
Resources

SKDC
Parish Councils

Make use of partners’ web sites
to allow children and young
people to vote on their choice of
play provision and initiatives, link
to partner’s websites [Priority
1].

X websites identified and
used.

Years 1-5

Existing
Resources

SKDC
Lincolnshire Youth
Service
Parish Councils

Children and young people
heavily involved in the
planning of play provision
leading to increased
satisfaction and use of
provision.

Assist Parish Councils by
providing guidance on how to
increase children and young
people’s involvement in the
planning of rural play provision
[Priority 2].

Organise 1 training event
per annum for all parishes.

Year 1

Existing
Resources

Support is given to Parish
Councils requesting advice.

Years 2-5

CCL
CVS/Volunteer
Bureau
Play Partnership

Greater awareness and
understanding by Parish
Councils leading to improved
planning of play provision in
the rural areas.

Years 2-5
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No

What We Need To Do

1.9

Exploring and
making use of
examples of best
practice to improve
play opportunities
across the District

Relevant Link To
Strategy Outcome

Planning For play
Outcomes.
Every Child
Matters.
Children & Young
People’s Plan for
Lincolnshire
Making Play
Matter in
Lincolnshire.

SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP

2007 - 2012

Specific Actions & Priorities

Performance Measure

Continuously working in
partnership with other play
providers seeking examples of
good or best practice and lessons
learnt [Priority 2].

Feedback from BLF Play
Programmes & applications.
Sharing pitfalls and good
practice from evaluation of
portfolio projects.

Target
Date

Years 2-5

Resource
Allocation

Existing
Resources

Lead Partner/
Other Partners

SKDC
Play England
Big Lottery Fund
Lincolnshire Play
Partnership

Outcome / Success
Criteria

Making use of lessons learnt
& good practice to improve
understanding and play
provision across the District.

Regular Meetings with the
other Districts through the
Lincolnshire Play
Partnership.
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2007 - 2012

Objective 2 - Improving the Quality of Play Provision
No

2.1

What We Need To Do

Relevant Link To
Strategy Outcome

Ensure that play
opportunities are
accessible to all
children and young
people throughout
the District.

Planning For play.
Every Child Matters.
Lincolnshire Children
& Young People’s
Plan
South Kesteven
Community Strategy.
SKDC Corporate
Plan.
Making Play Matter
in Lincolnshire.

SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP

Specific Actions & Priorities

Performance Measure

Target
Date

Resource
Allocation

Lead Partner/
Other Partners

Outcome / Success
Criteria

As part of ongoing audits assess
the numbers of children and
young people with ‘special needs
of play’. As part of the planning
for play consider the ongoing
needs for standalone and
integrated play facilities for those
same people [Priority 1].

Undertake annual review
with other agencies and
consult with special needs
groups.

Years 2-5

Unresourced

SKDC Lead Play Officer
SK Youth Forum

Accurate data and
assessment of needs to plan
future play provision.

Identify numbers and needs of
other children in hard to reach
groups and in areas of social
isolation [Priority 1].

Action produces a list of
needs for hard to reach
groups.

Years 2-5

Unresourced

SKDC Lead Play Officer
Lincolnshire CC

Understanding of numbers of
children with special needs
and the partners establish a
programme of activities and
other needs.

Engage with Special Needs
Development Officers for out of
school play access [Priority 1].

Meetings facilitate
changes in access to play
provision.

Years 1-5

Unresourced

Lincolnshire CC
SKDC
Parish Councils
Private Operators

Closer working, identification
of needs and delivering joint
actions.

Plan and organise ‘Kids’ Inclusion
Framework Seminars
[Priority 1].

Provide 1 seminar per
annum to target
audience.

Years 2-5

Unresourced

Lincolnshire CC
SKDC
Parish Councils
Private Operators

Increased number of activity
sessions for children and
young people with special
needs.

Ensure that play provision is
Disability Discrimination Act
compliant [Priority 1].

All future play provision to
be DDA compliant.

Years 1-5

Existing
Resources

SKDC
Parish Councils
Private Operators
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No

2.2

What We Need To Do

Balancing the
safety and risks
associated with
play without
compromising the
learning experience
and creativity and
stimulation that
play offers to
children and young
people.

Relevant Link To
Strategy Outcome

Best Play.
Planning For Play.
NPFA Guidance.
South Kesteven
Crime & Disorder
Strategy.
Making Play Matter
in Lincolnshire.

SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP

2007 - 2012

Specific Actions & Priorities

Performance Measure

Target
Date

Undertake ongoing risk
assessments and regular
inspections of equipped play
provision and other play
environments [Priority 1].

100% of play sites risk
assessed and inspected
regularly.

Years 1-5

Raise children and young
people’s, parent(s) and
guardian(s) awareness of the
potential risks associated with
different play situations and how
to minimise, manage and control
those risks whilst maximising the
play experience [Priority 1].

Produce guidance notes
for target groups based
on examples of best
practice. Circulate to xx
primary xx secondary and
xx special schools each
year.

Encouraging Parish Councils to
make use of ROSPA and NPFA
safety and play management
programmes [Priority 1].

All Parish Councils are
given access to the
information.

Resource
Allocation

Lead Partner/
Other Partners

Outcome / Success
Criteria

Existing
Resources

Play Partnership
SKDC
Parish Councils
Private Operators

Continued improvement in
play provision.

Years 2-5

Unresourced

Lincolnshire Play
Partnership
Lincolnshire County
Council
SKDC
Primary Schools
Secondary Schools
CDRP

Children and young people
taking informed and
acceptable risks to maximise
their choice and value of play.

Years 1-5

Unresourced

CCL
SKDC
LPFA
Parish Councils

Continued improvement in
play provision.
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No

2.3

What We Need To Do

Improve the safety
of parks and open
spaces and other
play spaces across
the District.

Relevant Link To
Strategy Outcome

Every Child Matters
Outcomes.

2007 - 2012

Specific Actions & Priorities

Making Play Matter
in Lincolnshire.

SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP

Resource
Allocation

Lead Partner/
Other Partners

Outcome / Success
Criteria

Existing
Resources

SKDC
Community Safety
Teams.
Parish Councils
Park forums

Children and young people,
parents and carers making
greater use of parks and
open spaces as a result of
improved sense of safety.

Part resourced

SKDC
Police
Plat Partnership
Parish Councils

Increased use of provision
and improved sense of
security.

Years 1 -4

Existing
Resources

Park Forum
Play Partnership
SKDC
Parish Councils

Increased use of parks and
open spaces and children
playing.

Years 1- 5

Existing
Resources
BLF

Play Partnership
Park Forum
SKDC
Planners
Play Manufacturers
& Contractors
Police
CDRP

The number of sites
reporting difficulties
reduces and the positive
change of perceptions in
annual satisfaction
surveys.

Years 1- 5

Consider the further development
of a ‘Park Force’ i.e. appointing a
mixture of existing enforcement
Rangers/ASB Officers/Police
Support Officers/Volunteer
Groups to improve safety as part
of an overall programme of play
development [Priority 2].

Further development in
year 2 and assess way
forward.

Year 2

Develop new or make use of
existing ‘Friends of Groups’ to
help improve safety and security
of play spaces [Priority 2].

Increased number of
volunteers improving
access to play spaces.

When planning and designing
new parks, open spaces and play
areas ensure that the elements
that contribute to anti social
behaviour are kept to the
minimum [Priority 1].

All new play provision
designed appropriately
leading to a reduction in
vandalism and anti-social
behaviour.

South Kesteven
Community Strategy.

South Kesteven
Crime & Disorder
Strategy.

Target
Date

Ensure that play spaces are a key
element of existing community
safety programmes [Priority 1].

NPFA Guidance.

SKDC Corporate
Plan.

Performance Measure

3
Reduction in anti social
behaviour and vandalism.
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No

2.4

What We Need To Do

Ensure that play
provision and other
play opportunities
are safe and fit for
the purpose in which
they are intended
and of a good
quality.

Relevant Link To
Strategy Outcome

NPFA Play Safe.
Register of Play
Inspectors
International (RPII).
RoSPA/RPII Play
Inspections.
Child Protection
Guidelines.

2007 - 2012

Specific Actions & Priorities

Target
Date

Resource
Allocation

Lead Partner/
Other Partners

Outcome / Success
Criteria

Maintaining, repairing, replacing
and updating play equipment
[Priority 1].

Play equipment meets the
requirements of RoSPA &
RPII inspections.

Years 1-5

Existing
Resources
BLF
Unresourced
Other Funders

Play Partnership
SKDC
Parish Councils

Equipped play areas are well
maintained, fit for purpose
and easily accessible.

Ensure that all future play
equipment is appropriate for
intended age ranges, abilities and
needs [Priority 1].

No play equipment is
procured without firstly
undertaking consultation
with children and young
people and allowing them
to be part of the decision
making process.

Years 2-5

Existing
Resources
BLF
Other Funders

Play Partnership
SKDC
Parish Councils

Equipped play provision is
provided as part of
consultation
programmes/decision making
by children and young
people.

Undertake periodic Play Value
assessments of play sites in both
urban and rural areas of the
District [Priority 1].

All urban and rural play
sites are assessed over
the period of the strategy.
Findings are used to
prioritise future play
improvements.

Years 2 & 4

Unresourced

SKDC

Play value of play sites are
improved over the period of
the Play Strategy.

Play Manufacturers
Guidelines.

SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP

Performance Measure
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2007 - 2012

Objective 3 - Increasing the Quantity and Range of Equipped Play and Recreational Provision
No

3.1

What We Need To Do

Ensuring a range of
accessible play
opportunities are
available across the
District that are
community based
and appropriate to
children and young
people of all age
groups.

Relevant Link To
Strategy Outcome

Planning For play.
Getting Serious
About Play.

Specific Actions & Priorities

SKDC Corporate
Plan.
South Kesteven Local
Plan.
Making Play Matter
in Lincolnshire.

SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP

Target
Date

Continuing to provide and
recognise the value of existing
levels of play provision across the
District [Priority 1].

All providers continue to
maintain current level of
play provision, where
appropriate.
Equipment with little or
no play value to be
replaced.

Years 1-5

Mapping of all play spaces and
provision (equipped or otherwise)
across the District [Priority 1].

All play provision mapped
as part of the Council’s
PPG17 Audit & Open
Spaces Strategy.

Years 1-5

Developing a varied range of play
opportunities in conjunction with
the identified needs from the
outcomes of the audit and
consultation programme
[Priority 1].

Maximise available play
opportunities within
available resources.

Years 1-5

Best Play.
South Kesteven
Community Strategy.

Performance Measure

Resource
Allocation

Lead Partner/
Other Partners

Outcome / Success
Criteria

SKDC
Parish Councils

Levels of play provision
maintained or replaced and
play value enhanced.

Existing
Resources

SKDC

All play provision, population,
deprivation factors and gaps
illustrated on maps.

SKDC Capital
Grants
Programme
BLF

SKDC
Lincolnshire CC
Parish Councils

Continued improvement in
play opportunities across the
period of the strategy.

Existing
Resources
Unresourced
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No

What We Need To Do

3.2

Providing a range of
new play and youth
provision throughout
the District. The
Strategy recognises
a broad need for:
New and
refurbished Play
Areas.
New Skate Parks
(fixed or mobile).
Youth meeting
Places.
Multi Use Games
Areas.

Relevant Link To
Strategy Outcome

Planning For play.
Getting Serious
About Play.

2007 - 2012

Specific Actions & Priorities

Performance Measure

Target
Date

Resource
Allocation

Lead Partner/
Other Partners

Capital Grants
Programme
BLF
Other Funders
S.106 Funding

Play Partnership
SKDC
Parish Councils

Increased range of play and
youth provision over the
period of the strategy.

Play Partnership

Additional needs for new and
refurbished play provision
undertaken on an annual
basis.

Establish a list of Equipped
Play Provision needs and
prioritise the order of
development over the period
of the Strategy [Priority 1].

Maximise the number
of new play areas
across the period of the
strategy.

Years 1-5

Following consultation update
the priority order of new play
developments on an annual
basis [Priority 1].

Update priority needs
by September of each
year.

Years 2-5

Best Play.
South Kesteven
Community Strategy.
SKDC Corporate
Plan.

Existing
Resources

Outcome / Success
Criteria

South Kesteven Local
Plan.
Making Play Matter
in Lincolnshire.

SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP
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2007 - 2012

No

What We Need To Do

Relevant Link To
Strategy Outcome

Specific Actions & Priorities

3.3

Create a range of
innovative and
inspiring play
environments
throughout the
District.

Planning For play.

Undertake ongoing consultation
with children and young people
to ascertain what they find
inspiring and how their needs
change over the period of the
strategy [Priority 1].

Part of ongoing
consultation in June August of each year.

Years 2-5

Existing
Resources

Play Partnership
SKDC
Lincolnshire Youth
Service

Children and Young People
decide what it is that they
want.

Through children and young
people’s consultation exercises
and examples of best practice,
consider developing ‘flagship’ play
environments e.g. adventure play
areas [Priority 3].

Development of 1 flagship
Play Site during period of
strategy.

Years 2-5

BLF
Other Funders
Unresourced

Play Partnership

Flag ship play site developed
over the period of the
strategy.

Identify opportunities from within
the District’s built and natural
environment and ensure that best
use is made of it to enhance the
play experience for children and
young people [Priority 3].

Identify potential for and
develop 1 woodland or
country park play areas in
period of strategy.
Consider need for Street
Play and Home Zones.

Years 2-5

Unresourced
BLF

SKDC
Lincolnshire Youth
Service

Built and natural
environments being used for
play and adventure by
children and young People.

Develop proposals for supervised
play activities in the District’s
natural environments
[Priority 2].

Develop one new play
initiative in conjunction
with young people.

Year 2

Unresourced

SKDC
NCC Play Service

Increased range of
supervised play and
recreational activities in the
District’s built and natural
environments.

Consider commercial/private
sector development of play
opportunities [Priority 3].

Identify potential
schemes.

Years 1-5

Unresourced

Play Partnership
Housing developers
Local businesses

Getting Serious
About Play.
Best Play.
South Kesteven
Community Strategy.
SKDC Corporate
Plan.

Performance Measure

Target
Date

Resource
Allocation

Lead Partner/
Other Partners

Outcome / Success
Criteria

South Kesteven Local
Plan.
Making Play Matter
in Lincolnshire.

3.4

To make best use of
the District’s built
and natural
environments in
maximising play
opportunities for
children and young
people.

Planning For play.
Getting Serious
About Play.
Best Play.
South Kesteven Local
Plan.
Making Play Matter
in Lincolnshire.

SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP
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2007 - 2012

Objective 4 - Increasing the Range of Play & Recreational Activities to Increase Take-Up
No

What We Need To Do

Relevant Link To
Strategy Outcome

4.1

Ensure that play is
fully integrated into
health, sport, arts
and other cultural
activities and
encourage all
children and young
people to take part.

Planning For play.

Specific Actions & Priorities

Performance Measure

Target
Date

Maintain/increase joint
activities across the
period of the strategy.

Years 1-5

Existing
Resources
BLF

Play Partnership
Primary Care Trust
Health Promotions
Sports
Development
Arts Development
Lincolnshire Youth
Service

Greater number of children
and young people
participating in play through
arts and sports activities
leading to improvements in
health

Increase the level of play
opportunities for disabled children
during term time and holiday
periods [Priority 1].

Introduce taster sessions
and activities into play &
recreation facilities.

Years 1-5

BLF
SKDC
Unresourced

NCC Play Service
SKDC

Increased range of activities
and facilities for children and
young people with special
needs.

Establish supervised and
unsupervised play provision in
areas where there is currently no
provision [Priority 1].

Provide outreach service
to the rural areas where
appropriate.

Years 2-5

BLF
SKDC
Unresourced

Play Partnership
Lincolnshire Youth
Service

Increased numbers of
children taking part in events
and activities.

Build on and promote existing
and successful events to promote
and encourage needs of children
and young people [Priority 1].

Organise an agreed
number of events,
activities, holiday play
opportunities and youth
events.

Years 1-5

Existing
Resources
BLF

SKDC
Lincolnshire Youth
Service

Increased numbers of
children taking part in
summer play opportunities.

Develop joint initiatives that link
play with Health, Sports and Arts.

Every Child Matters.
South Kesteven
Community Strategy.

Resource
Allocation

Encourage greater use of multi
use games areas e.g. football and
basketball [Priority 1].

SKDC Corporate
Plan.

Lead Partner/
Other Partners

Outcome / Success
Criteria

Making Play Matter
in Lincolnshire.

4.2

Increasing the range
of play activities on
offer to children and
young people
throughout the
District.

Planning For play.
Best Play.
Getting Serious
About Play.
Every Child Matters.
South Kesteven Local
Plan.
SKDC Corporate
Plan.
Making Play Matter
in Lincolnshire.
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No

What We Need To Do

4.3

Maximise the play
links with Pre School,
child care, extended
schools and youth
services regional
networks.

Relevant Link To
Strategy Outcome

Planning For play.
Every Child Matters.
Lincolnshire Children
& Young People’s
Plan.
Making Play Matter
in Lincolnshire.

4.4

Improving access to
play opportunities in
the rural areas of the
District.

Planning For play.
Every Child Matters.
South Kesteven
Community Strategy.
SKDC Corporate
Plan.

2007 - 2012

Specific Actions & Priorities

Performance Measure

Ensure that the identified needs
of Children’s play at a local level
are taken into account in the
Extended Schools Agenda and
local audits [Priority 1].

Audits undertaken in
2007/08.

Ensure that the need of children’s
play is an integral part of the
programmed education/schools
and youth club activities.

Produce programme of
activities in extended
schools to reflect the
needs of the strategy.
Number of play activities,
projects at schools
(extended school
programme).

Target
Date

Resource
Allocation

Lead Partner/
Other Partners

Outcome / Success
Criteria

Existing
Resources

Lincolnshire CC
Education
Local Schools
Lincolnshire Youth
Service

Local schools identify local
needs and demands for play
in its facilities.

Years 1-5

Existing
Resources
Unresourced
BLF

Lincolnshire CC
Education
Local Schools
Lincolnshire Youth
Service

Increased numbers of
children and young people
taking part in extended
schools activities programme.

Greater numbers of children
from rural areas having
access to supervised play
activities.

Year 1

Consider the need for a mobile
play service and mobile play
facilities to serve the outreach
needs of the rural areas.

Pilot programme
developed &
implemented.

Years 2-5

BLF

Play Partnership
SKDC

Consider need for training area
for skate areas to enable users to
graduate to more difficult slopes.

Reduction in avoidable
accidents and injuries.
Improved level and
minimisation of risk.

Years 2-5

BLF
Unresourced

Play Partnership
SKDC

Making Play Matter
in Lincolnshire.
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No

What We Need To Do

4.5

Develop a plan to
ensure that children
and young people
increase participation
in a range of play
and adventure
activities of their
choice.

2007 - 2012

Relevant Link To
Strategy Outcome

Specific Actions & Priorities

Planning For play.

Engage with Young people
through South Kesteven Youth
Forum.

Every Child Matters.
South Kesteven
Community Strategy.

Performance Measure

Target
Date

Resource
Allocation

Lead Partner/
Other Partners

Establish baseline position
for participation.

Year 2

Unresourced

Undertake survey of
active participation.

Year 5

Play Partnership
SK Youth Forum
School Sports
Partnership

Outcome / Success
Criteria

Year on year increase in
participation rates.

SKDC Corporate
Plan.
Making Play Matter
in Lincolnshire.
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2007 - 2012

Objective 5 - Providing the Necessary Resources to Improve and Develop Play and Recreational Opportunities
No

What We Need To Do

5.1

Providing more
supervision to
encourage children
and young people to
take part in play in
the District’s Parks
and open spaces.

5.2

Providing the
necessary capital
funding to develop
new play sites.

Relevant Link To
Strategy Outcome

Planning For play.
BLF Guidance.

Planning For play.
BLF Guidance.
SKDC Capital Grants
Programme.
South Kesteven Local
Plan.

SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP

Specific Actions & Priorities

Performance Measure

Target
Date

Resource
Allocation

Lead Partner/
Other Partners

Outcome / Success
Criteria

Consider appointment of paid or
voluntary Play Ranger(s) to
improve safety and access to play
[Priority 1].

Review to form part of
PPG17 & Open Spaces
Strategy.

Years 2-5

BLF
Unresourced

SKDC

Resource is used to increase
access to sites and greater
participation by children and
young people.

Provide Rural Play Resource to
serve remote areas of the District
[Priority 1].

Provide funding for pilot
programme.

Years 2-5

BLF

Play Partnership
SKDC

Resource is used to provide
qualified supervision in areas
of greatest need.

Develop new/use existing parks
forums e.g. support Members to
be trained as supervisors of Play
Areas [Priority 2].

10 volunteer members to
be trained.

Years 3-5

Unresourced

Play Partnership
CVS/volunteer
bureau

Use the needs of the Play
Strategy to highlight key priorities
and actions to secure Big Lottery
Funding and other match
funding.

Successful application to
draw down funding.

Year 1

BLF

Play Partnership

Lottery funding is used to
contribute to and maximise
the greatest needs of the
play strategy.

Continue to make use of Section
106 Agreements with Housing
developers.

Provide new open spaces
& play areas in
negotiation with Parish
Councils where
appropriate.

Years 1-5

Other Funders

SKDC

Increase in the contribution
towards open spaces and
play areas.
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No

5.3

What We Need To Do

Providing the
necessary revenue
funding to maintain
equipped play sites
and the ongoing
management and
development of play
initiatives.

Relevant Link To
Strategy Outcome

Planning For play.
BLF Guidance.
Supplementary
Guidance to Housing
Developers.
South Kesteven
Service Planning.

5.4

5.5

Ensure that the
most cost effective
and imaginative
Play Manufacturer
is commissioned to
undertake any
work.

BLF Guidance.

Develop a range of
performance
indicators to assist
in the
management,
development and
success of the play
strategy.

Planning For play.

SKDC Best Value.

National Children’s
Bureau/Play England
Pilot Play Indicators.

2007 - 2012

Specific Actions & Priorities

Performance Measure

Target
Date

Resource
Allocation

Lead Partner/
Other Partners

Outcome / Success
Criteria

Continue to develop commuted
sums with developers to enable
play areas to be sustainable for
at least 10 years [Priority 1].
Make use of third party funding
to further develop play provision
e.g. WREN [Priority 1].
Identify and obtain other
Partnership Funding to finance
the identified needs and actions
of the strategy [Priority 1].

All new play sites to have
10 years funding.

Years 1-5

Other Funders

SKDC

All new play sites are
maintained for the maximum
period.

Maximise available
funding towards needs of
strategy.

Years 1-5

All Funders
Existing
Resources

Play Partnership
SKDC
Parish Councils

Third party and other funding
contributions are used to
contribute to the wide range
of priorities identified within
the strategy.

Support Play Schemes
throughout the District [Priority
1].

Provide funding as
appropriate.

Years 1-5

Existing
Resources
BLF

SKDC
BLF
Play Partnership

Continued support for Play
groups will maintain the
current high level of play
provision and support.

Select appropriate contractor(s)
to undertake work [Priority 1].

Appropriate contractor(s)
to be in place in year 1.

Year 1

SKDC
Play Partnership
Parish Councils

Best Value is achieved for
future play provision.

Contractor(s)r to work with
children and young people to
achieve their needs [Priority
1].

Designing out anti-social
behaviour on play
sites/play schemes.

Years 1-5

Capital Grant
Programme
BLF
Other Funders
S.106 Funding

Agree the type and number of
indicators to use in conjunction
with neighbouring Play
Partnerships and examples of
best practice [Priority 2].

Deciding on and
implementing a range of
appropriate PI’s for the
strategy.

Years 2-5

Existing
Resources

Lincolnshire Play
Partnership
SKDC

Performance indicators will
identify the success or
otherwise of the strategy’s
actions.

Making Play Matter
in Lincolnshire.
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No

What We Need To Do

5.6

Ensure that child
protection measures
are in place and
constantly monitored
and reviewed.

Relevant Link To
Strategy Outcome

Planning For play.
Lincolnshire Children
& Young People’s
Plan
Every Child Matters.
Making Play Matter
in Lincolnshire.

5.7

Consider the needs
of transport for
young people
accessing play.

Lincolnshire
Transport Plan.

2007 - 2012

Specific Actions & Priorities

Advise all play providers to have
suitable procedures in place.
Advise play providers to introduce
a safe recruitment policy
[Priority 1].

Performance Measure

Target
Date

Ongoing monitoring &
inspections.

Years 1-5

Existing
Resources

Play Partnership
Lincolnshire Youth
Service
SKDC

Year 1

Existing
Resources

SKDC

Years 3-5

Unresourced

Lincolnshire CC
SKDC

Year 3

Unresourced

Lincolnshire CC
SKDC

Year 4

Unresourced

Update Child Protection Policy
Provide appropriate training.
Review and update procedures.

Consider alternative transport
scheme for accessing play/leisure
activities.

Develop and implement
pilot scheme.

Consider opportunities for e.g.
play/leisure bus and vehicle
brokerage.

Carry out feasibility study.
Develop and implement
pilot scheme.

Lincolnshire Children
& Young People’s
Plan.
South Kesteven
Community Strategy

Resource
Allocation

Lead Partner/
Other Partners

Outcome / Success
Criteria

Child protection measures in
place and monitored.

Barriers to accessing play
provision from lack of
transport are minimised
leading to reports of
increased access and take up.

Making Play Matter
in Lincolnshire.
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No

What We Need To Do

Relevant Link To
Strategy Outcome

5.8

Provide the
necessary Playwork
Training to support
Play Workers.

Planning For play.
BLF Guidance.
Quality Training,
Quality Play – Skills
Active.
‘Kids’ Inclusion
Framework.
Making Play Matter
in Lincolnshire.

SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP

2007 - 2012

Specific Actions & Priorities

Performance Measure

Target
Date

Resource
Allocation

Lead Partner/
Other Partners

Outcome / Success
Criteria

Years 1-5

Existing
Resource

Lincolnshire CC

Play training courses
organised and maximum
number of participants
trained.

Organise 1 event each
year.

Years 1-5

Existing
Resource

SKDC

Successful event to raise the
profile of play.

Provide training opportunities for
volunteers involved in play
[Priority 2].

Organise 2 training
events.

Years 1-5

Existing
Resource

CCL

Reports of increased number
of volunteers being trained in
and involved in play.

Consider support for existing and
new Parks Forums e.g. support
members to be trained as
supervisors of play areas
[Priority 2].

Organise 1 event each
year.

Years 2-5

Existing
Resource

SKDC

Implement a Play Training
Programme, ensuring that play
staff as part of their training are
aware of the inclusion aspects of
children and young people with
disabilities [Priority 1].

Run number of courses as
appropriate.

Raising awareness and training of
sports, arts and health staff in the
use of play [Priority 2].

Respond to requests for
courses.
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Appendix 1 – Deprivation in South Kesteven
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Appendix 2 – Children’s Play Areas in South Kesteven
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Appendix 3 – Population Density and Children’s Play Areas in South Kesteven
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Appendix 4 – Population Density Ages 0 – 4 Years and Children’s Play Areas in South Kesteven
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Appendix 5 – Population Density Ages 5 – 9 Years and Children’s Play Areas in South Kesteven
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Appendix 6 – Population Density Ages 10 – 14 Years and Children’s Play Areas in South Kesteven
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Appendix 7 – Population Density Ages 15 – 19 Years and Children’s Play Areas in South Kesteven
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Appendix 8 – Distribution of Children’s Play Areas in Bourne
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Appendix 9 – Distribution of Children’s Play Areas in Deepings
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Appendix 10 – Distribution of Children’s Play Areas in Grantham
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Appendix 11 – Distribution of Children’s Play Areas in Stamford
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Appendix 12 – Consultation Outcomes from the 2005 Children’s Play Strategy
Children and Young People Views (270)
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Parents, Guardians & Carers Views (245)
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Appendix 13 – Consultation Outcomes 2007 - Parish & Town Councils

Parish/Town

Existing
Provision

Are the current play
opportunities in your
Town/Parish area adequate, if
not why not?

What play opportunities are
needed in your Town/Parish
area?

Allington PC

1 Play area

No - play facilities are not adequate,
fundraising activities to provide better
facilities for older children have been
underway for over 2 years now

Barholme &
Stow PC

None

Barkston PC

1 Play Area

So far they have been adequate - we
now have more children hence the
need for some football posts
Yes

We’d like to see a multi sport use
games area. This priority was
established following consultation with
residents. Changing accommodation &
car parking are also required.
As adjacent.

Barrowby PC

1 Play Area

Baston PC
Belton &
Manthorpe PC
Billingborough
PC
Bitchfield
Bassingthorpe
& Westby PC
Bourne TC

1 Play Area

Fairly adequate - some opportunities
for 9 - 12 yrs would be good for the
village, this age group seem to have
nothing to keep them out of mischief
No response

More opportunities for involving youth
teams
Play equipment - some more for
smaller children would be an
advantage. we have applied for a grant
from L.C.C. to help towards this
No response

None

No public facilities in either Parish

No response

1 Play Area

The Parish Council are in the process
of providing additional children’s play
equipment
Yes

As adjacent.

None

6 Play
Areas

No - Require Skateboard Park

None

No because there are none

1 Play Area

Tennis court - well used in summer

Castle Bytham
PC
Caythorpe &
Frieston PC

1 Play Area

Teenagers would benefit from a
skateboard park
Adequate yes although there is always
room for more

Claypole PC

1 Play Area

PC may be investing in more equipment
& also looking if a youth shelter would
be welcomed by the youth - going to do
some research & ask them what they
want

Colsterworth
with Gunby &
Stainby PC
Corby Glen PC

2 Play
Areas

No - Existing opportunities are limited
due to lack of sustainable sites

1 Play Area

We would like to find a way to provide
Skate park facilities for teenagers
With a rising population facilities & play
for older children need to be addressed.
The Parish Council are currently
considering a youth shelter
Yes - no requests for more

Braceborough &
Wilsthorpe PC
Carlby PC

Deeping St
James PC

Denton PC

1 Play Area

3 Areas for
Play
including
Skate Park
1 Play Area

SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP

No response

•
•
•
•

Skateboard Park
BMX Track
Football Pitches for children
Improved parking at ground on
Recreation Road.
A basic lack of Sport provision e.g.
Playing Field
no response
Skateboard park
• After school provision at Primary
school
• Larger village hall so that activities
could take place inside
• Subsidy for village hall to reduce
hourly rate hire fee thus encouraging
more people and clubs to hire the hall
Resurfacing the hard play area to a
multi use Astro Turf type surface possibly giving the playing fields to
Lincolnshire County Council & buying a
new area of land for complete
redevelopment of the play facilities to
include pavilion, cricket, football, hard
play area etc
When Colsterworth Industrial site
development is completed there will be
an additional play area
Skate park
To be able to install a multi play area
adjacent to the Skate park

None - no requests to PC
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Parish/Town

Existing
Provision

Are the current play
opportunities in your
Town/Parish area adequate, if
not why not?

What play opportunities are
needed in your Town/Parish
area?

Dowsby PC

1 Play Area

Playground set up in 2000. Since then
our children have got older - now we
need something for 10 - 15 year olds

Edenham &
Grimsthorpe PC

1 Play Area

At the time being

Fenton PC

None

No - there are none and no available
land upon which to provide

We identified suitable new equipment
(approved by the children) 18 months
ago - have not been able to raise the
£17,000 cost (turned down for grants
by Lincolnshire County Council & SKDC
in 2005)
We as a PC have completed phase 1 of
the play equipment scheme and shortly
hope to start phase 2
Ability to purchase land to provide a
basis for development of a play area

Folkingham PC

1 Play Area

No

A toddler’s play area in a central
position and a fulltime youth club for all
ages with a leader to organise.

Foston PC

1 Play Area

Multi-use all weather play area that
could be used for tennis, 5 a side etc

Fulbeck PC

1 Play Area

Great Gonerby
PC
Great Ponton
PC

1 Play Area

Not very much & they are in need of
renovation, this is being addressed in
the village plan preparation
No - equipment is broken and it is
hoped will be replaced when funds
allow
Yes

Greatford PC
Hackonby &
Stainsfield PC
Harlaxton PC
Heydour PC
Horbling PC

1 Play Area
1 Play Area

Hough on the
Hill PC
Ingoldsby PC

1 Play Area

1 Play Area

We are looking into purchasing
additional play equipment when funds
allow
Improve football facilities/hall facilities

1 Play Area

No - we would like to provide facilities
to encourage more children to use
playing field and not use the road and
parking areas
Yes

Only levelling of playing field

None

There are none and nowhere for any

N/A

1 Play Area

Yes - but more equipment would
improve it
Yes
no response

As adjacent.

Irnham PC
Kirkby
Underwood
Langtoft PC

None
None

It would be reasonable to say no, but a
survey would be required
Space is good but play equipment is
non existent - local fundraising going
on to refurbish swings but cost to a
small community is very high
No response
No space for play area

1 Play Area

No complaints from parishioners

Little Bytham
PC

1 Play Area

Londthorpe &
Harrowby PC
Long
Bennington PC

3 Play
Areas
1 Play Area

No - the Spinney is out of the village
along a busy road used by speeding
lorries, there is nothing within the
village
More would always be welcome

Marston PC

Morton &

1 Play Area

To provide a multi-sport arena,
skateboarding facilities and a running
track on our playing field

N/A
Billingborough which is adjacent to
Horbling has a youth club & they could
do with greatly enhanced facilities
As adjacent.
Provision of a range of
climbing/swinging/sliding apparatus in
an enclosed area for village youngsters
(within playing field)
No response
Very few children in the village to
warrant play opportunities
Equipment renewal, upgrade or
refurbish and disabled facilities.
A safe area off the road, but not
isolated

Sports field

We are planning to put an additional
play area (all weather) in the autumn
of this year

Identified in local plan and supported
by the kids

None

Yes

• Tennis courts
• Bowling green
• All weather play surface

1 Play Area

Yes

None at present

SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP
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2007 - 2012

Existing
Provision

Are the current play
opportunities in your
Town/Parish area adequate, if
not why not?

What play opportunities are
needed in your Town/Parish
area?

Hanthorpe PC
North Witham

1 Play Area

Play opportunities are assessed
adequate in the parish for now. There
seem to be few children of ‘play area’
age and no particular body of opinion
calling for improvement or
enhancement of existing facilities

Modernise & upgrade existing facilities

Pickworth PC

None

A new village hall but raising funds is
not easy

Pointon &
Sempringham
PC

1 Play Area

Rippingale PC

1 Play Area

No - insurance concerns prevent
community from exploring adventure
equipment opportunities
No although a playground is available this is very much geared to younger
children. The sports & social club does
attract older children & teenagers but is
only open Friday, Saturday & Sunday
with many young children hitting
teenage years concern has been raised
at the potential problems through
boredom
No response

Sedgebrook PC

1 Play Area

Adequate equipment could benefit from
recreation seating and tables adjacent
to play area

Skillington

None

South Witham
PC

2 Play
Areas

No - because they are non existent at
present
No - there probably are not adequate
facilities for children 5+ as toddler area
is aimed at the very young and SKDC’s
park is dilapidated/skate board area is
too old and too specific.

Stamford TC

9 Play
Areas

Stoke Rochford
& Easton PC
Stubton PC

None

Swinstead PC

None

Tallington PC

1 Play Area

There are no play facilities in the Parish
and nowhere to site any.
We only have about 10 children in the
village no need for play opportunities
we are a tiny village
Yes

Thurlby PC

1 Play Area

Yes

Toft Cum Lound
& Manthorpe PC

1 Play Area

Uffington PC

None

Welby PC

None

No - with 3 areas to parish residents of
Totf in particular & Lound do not have
same access to facilities as residents in
Manthorpe
Not enough funding - there was a
music/computer group set up, but
closed due to no further funding
No Response

West Deeping
PC

None

None

No - With the increase development,
open spaces & play areas have not kept
pace as no Sec. 106 has been linked
with the housing development
None available

Very few children in village and they
are diverse in age - not sufficient in any
age to organise activities - even if we

SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP

Some form of youth activity with a
playing field, club house & village hall
already in existence the foundations are
in place. Funding for equipment & set
up would be required

No response
Making the current equipment safer to
bring up to standard highlighted in
RoSPA report
Football nets for goal posts
Play area in vicinity of new community
centre to be built in 2007/8
• SKDC play area needs definite
improvement to bring it up to a
reasonable standard & provide variety
of equipment
• Something for children 5yrs to 14 yrs
approx
• Youth club would be good
Play facilities that cater for the full
range of children from babies to 16 yrs.

None
N/A
N/A

A more understanding approach by the
relevant authorities to risk - an
inevitable part of children’s play e.g.
climbing trees, falling overplaying
conkers etc
Something for the older groups secondary age
Provide additional play facilities in Toft
- Parish Council is currently
investigating acquisition of land
More youth leaders should be employed

No Response
N/A
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Existing
Provision

Westborough
PC

None

Witham on the
Hill PC

1 Play Area

Are the current play
opportunities in your
Town/Parish area adequate, if
not why not?
had the volunteers
Lack of structured play for primary
children out of school hours
No - equipment is outdated RoSPA
inspection gave much of the equipment
a two year life span also it does not
cover sufficient age range

SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP

2007 - 2012
What play opportunities are
needed in your Town/Parish
area?
More play activities structured for
primary age children during school
holidays
• Update and extend equipment on
village green
• Drain boggy area of Green
• Extend fencing to prevent
running
out onto road
• Provide car park for parental etc use
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Appendix 14 – Consultation Outcomes 2007 - Children
Wyndham Park Forum – Play Area for Older Children (22 returns)
Question

Response

What do you think of the existing
playground?

Good/Nice
OK but needs improvement/new one
Rubbish/too old
Not enough for teenagers
Boring
Depressing

What would you like to see
changed?

New park
More interesting/up to date equipment
Bigger play area
More colourful/brighter
Basketball courts
Hard surface for ball games
More bins
More for teenagers (bigger swings)
Shelter/more seating

5
12
3
3
3
2
1
3
3

What sort of equipment would you
like to see?

Large graffiti wall
Astro Turf Pitch
Large climbing frame/wall
Swimming
Bungy Jump
More teenage equipment (swings & slides)
Shelter
Hard surface for basketball
More seating
More bins

2
2
10
3
1
11
2
2
2
2

Would you use the park more often
if there was equipment you
preferred?

Yes
No

16
0

If there was a limit on funds to
spend on new equipment what
would you want to see installed?

More swings/roundabouts
More bins
Seating/shelter
New park
Climbing frame
Picnic tables/benches
Hot tub (Jacuzzi)
Toilets that work
Basketball nets

Do you feel that a park attendant
should be in the park from dawn to
dusk?

Yes
No

22
0

Would you be prepared to get
involved with fund raising to help
complete the project?

Yes
No
Possibly

10
6
1
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Children and Young People through SKDC playschemes (47 returns)
Question

Response

No

Why is it important for you to play

Its fun
Keep fit/be healthy
So we do not get bored or in trouble
To make new friends
Parents at work, no-one to look after them
To learn new things
Yes
No
Playing with friends
Doing craft things
Playing in the park
Doing sport/playing football
Playing at play time
Playing at lunch time
During school holidays
After school
Evening/weekends
On trips to different places
At home/grandparents
Swimming
Family holidays
In the park
At friends house
Play football
Play outside
Go ice skating
Swim
Go to the park
Go to friends house
Play football
Go to arranged activities/clubs
Play with friends
Ride my bike
Go on organised trips
Spend time with family
Listen to music
Arts and crafts
Have fun
Play computer
Its fun and I enjoy it
Plenty of choice
Meet new people/interact
Keep fit/healthy
Can do it with friends
Spend time with family
I can play on the toys
Not very often
Quite often
Never
2 – 3 times a week
Once a week
Every day
Don’t have a local play area
Older people/teenagers
Swearing/smoking
The rubbish
Dog/dog poo
Glass lying around
Its not that exciting

26
14
8
9
1
6
31
16
41
1
10
9
2
11
2
8
2
18
7
6
11
9
12
3
4
1
5
2
2
6
11
10
2
1
6
1
6
4
5
32
3
6
9
6
3
6
23
7
7
2
2
1
5
7
2
6
3
2
3

Do you go to any organised play
activities
What makes a perfect play time
(who you are with, what you are
doing and when you are doing it)

Where do you most like to go after
school/weekends/school holidays

What do you most like to do

Why do you like doing it

How often do you go to your local
play area

What don’t you like about it

SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP
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What would make it better/more fun

What stops you going there

Do you want adults around
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Response

No

Dirty environment
Not enough equipment
Its all for younger children
It old and rusty
No stuff for disabled children
People who go are horrible
There’s nothing near me
Bullies
Vandalism
More equipment
No dog poo
We don’t have one
Allowed to go on my own
Closer to home
Cleaner
Get rid of the teenagers/gangs
Safer/supervised areas
Can only go with parents
Teenagers/gangs
Rubbish/litter
Broken equipment
Boring/nothing to do
Dirty area
Too far from home
Broken glass
Dog poo
Too busy/no time
Study/school work
The weather
Yes
No
Not sure

3
2
2
1
1
1
5
1
1
15
1
5
1
2
5
2
3
4
9
2
2
4
2
3
2
1
6
5
3
25
5
3
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Children & Young People – through SKDC Website
UNDER 11’S
QUESTION
Why is it important for you to play?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Keeps me healthy
See/Make friends
Makes me smile/laugh
To learn new things
So I don’t get bored
Its fun

No

14
12
4
3
6
12

Do you go to any organised play
activities?
1. Youth Club
2. After school clubs
3. Play schemes
4. Beavers/Rainbows/Cubs/Brownies
5. Sports Clubs
Who do you play with?
1.
2.
3.

Family
Friends
Pets

1
15
2
1
16

8
43
2

1. Lunch times
2. After school
3. Weekends
4. Whenever I can
Where do you most like to play?

8
9
3
33
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6
7
7
1
6
2

1.
2.
3.
4.

Youth Club
After school club
Sports/fitness club
Uniform groups

7
2
6
1

1.
2.

Family
Friends

6
22

1.
2.
3.

Just hanging around
Talking to people
Making things

14
10
1

When do you do these?
1.
2.

After school
Weekends

12
16

Where do you most like to go?
8
10
6
1
9
5
11

What do you most like to do?
Playing with friends
Talking to people
Playing games
Making things
Sports activities
Play schemes
Play computer games

relax
see friends/family
play sports/games
keep fit
have a good time
have freedom to choose

What do you like doing?
20
7
2
12
4
2
6

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

To
To
To
To
To
To

Who do you hang out with?

1. Playing games
2. Making things
3. Talking to people
4. Going crazy
5. Running
6. Climbing
7. Swimming
When do you play?

On playground equipment
In your/friends garden
Parks/Recreation grounds
Near rivers/lakes
Neighbourhood streets
In the woods
Adventure play areas

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

No

Do you go to any organised activities?

What do you like doing?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

OVER 11’S
QUESTION
Why is it important for you to have
time to do what you want?

15
3
3
4
12
1
11

1. Town centre
2. Play areas
3. Parks/Recreation ground
4. Woods
5. Friends house
6. Neighbourhood streets
7. Near river/lake/pond
8.
What do you most like?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

5
1
5
2
10
5
1

Electronic/digital entertainment
Sports
Extreme sports
Travel
Adventure centre
Art/music
Go to town centre

5
11
2
1
2
1
6
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UNDER 11’S
Why do you like doing it?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Its fun
It keeps me fit
I go to new places
I’m with my friends/family
I can do anything
I can pretend

OVER 11’S
Why do you like doing it?
23
13
2
4
7
3

How often do you go to your local play
area?
5
4
9
27
6

1. Litter/dirt
2. Dog poo
3. Older children
4. Its boring
5. Not enough to do
6. Old/wrong play equipment
7. Its too far away
8. I don’t have a local play area
What would make it better/more fun?

8
17
9
4
5
2
4
1

1. Traffic
2. Strangers
3. Getting there/transport
4. Mess/litter
5. Grown ups
6. Bullying
Do you want adults around when playing
at your local play area?

15
6
3
4
6
8
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1.
2.
3.

Often
Sometimes
Never

1
10
17

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Suitable equipment
Boring
No shelter
To far away
There isn’t one

7
7
9
1
3

What would make it better/more fun?
10
5
13
1
1
6
14

Yes
No

4
7
4
2
10
1

What don’t you like about your local
play area?

Trees/Woods
If it was clean
More to do
Adults present
A covered area
Easy to get to
Different things for older & younger
children
What stops you going there?

1.
2.

I enjoy it
It keeps me fit
I see my friends/family
I can be creative
I can do whatever I want
I can use my imagination

How often do you go to your local play
area?

1. Always
2. Very often
3. Often
4. Sometimes
5. Never
What don’t you like about your local play
area?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1.
2.
3.

More suitable equipment
Away from houses
If we designed it

14
2
8

What stops you going there?

22
31

1. Traffic
2. Adults present
3. Transport
4. Mess/litter
5. Police presence
6. Bullying
Do you want adults around when
playing at your local play area?
1.
2.

Yes
No

1
9
1
3
3
1

4
25
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Appendix 15 – Regional Consultation Outcomes – Children with Disabilities
Accessing Provision
The following table identifies the reasons given by respondents for not being able to
access provision.

Benefits of Joining Clubs
The parents/carers of children with complex needs want to feel that their children are in a
safe and secure environment, where they can gain/improve their social skills, for their self
esteem, improving confidence and independence. As can be seen below, these are the
benefits that parents/carers have said their children do or would gain from attending clubs
and activities.
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Barriers to Attending Clubs
The perceived barriers for children and young people in attending clubs were cited at
follows:

What has Worked Well in Clubs Accessed
Where children and young people were able to access clubs the factors that made them a
success are:
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Views from Young People
From the questionnaires and interviews with young people a number of concerns, issues
and needs were identified as follows:
One of the most often cited reasons for not attending leisure activities of their
choice was that they didn’t know what there was in the first place and that there
was no support. One suggestion was that they needed a buddy to go along with
them.
Some could only go along to activities if their parent/carer took them. There were
also examples of parents having to become leaders in order to ensure their
children could attend.
For some young people getting to after school clubs was difficult, especially if
they attended special schools and often lived some distance from their
neighbourhoods, Which is why, activity groups are so important to them, as a
place to be with friends.
Young people in the consultation often stated as reasons for not attending, that
staff would not understand about disability or that others would tease.
Transport was an issue which impacted on access to activities, not just the
availability but the cost and was particularly relevant to young people living in
rural areas.
Young people often said that they didn’t know about what clubs were available or
that there was no club in their area. These views were also expressed by their
parents, this was especially so if they lived in rural areas.
Young people indicated that they did very little outside school and it was evident
that they were very reliant on organised specialist group activities or parents.
Isolation was an issue for many.
Young people did have worries about needing support but clearly not in the same
extent as their parents. Being given the opportunity to have a go and take part
seemed to be the important thing.
Conclusions
The study concluded that children with complex needs have significant difficulties in
attending out of school and leisure activities in the East Midlands Region. What parents
want is that their children are safe and secure; they want to have confidence in the
providers of play and leisure.
The study culminates with a number of recommendations to try and address this
important part of life, and produced an inclusion toolkit through which it may be possible
to promote inclusion.
Recommendations
A number of recommendations came out of the study, those seen to be having an impact
on Children’s Play are as follows:
That the voluntary play and leisure sector be invited to be part of the relevant
working group of the EYDCP in each local authority.
SOUTH KESTEVEN PLAY PARTNERSHIP
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Audit status of ‘play’ in all the 9 local authorities and how Lead Play Officers can
work/are working together with education and social services.
Local Authorities should look at their transport policies with regard to children
with complex needs. They need to be flexible enough to allow children to attend
school trips, clubs, after school clubs etc.
Open up of training from EYDCP to all out of school and leisure facilities with the
necessary increase in the training budget. EYDCP should focus training on staff in
clubs/activities in rural areas.
Local authorities should produce leaflets advertising present accessible leisure
provision in a range of formats.
There should be more development and advertisement of free taster sessions for
disabled young people and their support workers if necessary.
Information about the needs of disabled children should be systematically
collected to inform planning and service development and standards developed to
ensure that information services are collecting comparable information.
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Appendix 16 – Consultation Outcomes 2007 - Play providers
QUESTION AREAS
Number of Play Providers taking part
Type of Provision

RESPONSES
14
Day Nursery - 6
Before/After School Club - 3
Play/Toddler Groups - 2
Youth Centre - 1
Scout Group - 1
Pre School Group - 1

Is Play Important?

Yes - 14
No - 0
How they learn through play - 3
To see them develop and interact socially - 3
Start of friendships form - 2
Offering new experiences - 2
See young people enjoy & achieve - 2
Watch them use their imagination - 2
Provide fun & stimulation - 1

What do you enjoy about providing
play?

In which environment do you think
children most benefit from play?

Safe - 7
Relaxed and stimulating - 6
Inside/outside - 3
Non competitive but structured - 1

What type of play activities do
children enjoy most?

Organised games/sports - 7
Outdoor play - 4
Crafts/Art - 4
Playing on equipment - 3
Creative/role play - 2
Construction/puzzles - 1

Do you or your organisation utilise
play equipment in your operations?
Is the play equipment owned and
maintained by your organisation?

Yes - 13
No - 1
Owned & maintained by us - 12
Owned by the Council - 1
Owned by the School - 1

What do you perceive as the barriers
to children’s play opportunities?

Lack of resources/funding - 6
Concerns of safety - 3
Accessibility - 3
Lack of transport in rural areas - 2
Too much TV/Video/Computers - 1
Lack of courses - 1
Cost of hire of facilities - 1
Lack of adults willing to take part - 1
Limited space - 1
Safe environment - 5
Good staff - 3
Central location - 3
Open and organised - 3
Positive stimulating environment - 2
More play equipment - 2
Free or very low cost - 2
Comfortable well equipped facilities - 1
Inclusive to all/stimulating - 1

What makes good quality play
opportunities?
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What would you like to see in the
local area to improve play facilities?
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RESPONSES
More clubs/youth clubs - 4
More/larger play equipment - 3
Well maintained playgrounds - 2
Funding - 2
More in rural areas - 2
Separate areas for different ages - 1
More coaching courses - 1
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Appendix 17 – Consultation Outcomes 2007 - Parents/Guardians/Carers
QUESTION AREAS
Number of Parents etc taking part
Is it important for children to have
the opportunity to play?
What do you enjoy most about
playing with your children?

RESPONSES
36
Yes - 36
No - 0
Watch them enjoy/happy faces - 23
Bonding/quality time with them - 12
New activities/learning through play - 11
Seeing the world through their eyes - 3
Knowing they are safe - 3
Observing their innocence - 1

Where do you like best to play with
your children?

Safe environment - 13
Outdoors - 9
Anywhere it is possible - 8
Indoors at home - 7

What barriers to spending more time
with your children do you have?

Work/housework - 26
Money/cost of activities - 6
School - 1
Places to go - 1

What do you feel are the most
important things for your children’s
development?

Safe place to learn - 14
To mix with other children/Social skills - 10
To keep occupied and stimulate - 10
Firm control/stability - 10
Fun/be active - 8
To experience as much as possible - 3

Do you use your local play area?

Yes - 21
No - 9
Rarely - 4
Do not have one - 1
Do not know where the nearest one is - 1

Would you like to see more local play
areas?

Yes - 29
No - 4
Improve what we have - 3

What would you like to see in your
local play area?

More equipment in parks - 15
Lighting/safety/CCTV in play areas - 8
Play equipment for younger children - 5
More sheltered areas/ seating/picnic areas - 5
Football posts - 5
More dog bins/less dog mess - 4
Toilets - 3
Bigger play area - 3
Cleanliness - 3
More litter bins - 3
Drinks kiosk - 2
Open air summer play schemes - 2
Keep equipment maintained - 2
More play areas - 2
Tennis courts - 1
Supervision i.e. Rangers - 1
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QUESTION AREAS
What stops you from letting your
child use the play areas away from
home?

RESPONSES
Safety concerns/no supervision - 14
Older children/teenagers/bullies - 9
No nice areas near home - 9
Stranger danger - 8
Access - 5
Vandalism and broken equipment - 4
Dirty play areas/glass - 3
Drug users - 2
Lack of equipment in play areas - 2
Today’s society - 1
Dog/dog mess - 1

How important is play for your child’s
development?

Important - 36
Not important - 0

What do you thinks makes good play
opportunities?

Safe supervision/CCTV - 19
Clean area - 7
Variety of equipment to stimulate - 7
Well maintained area/equipment - 6
Holiday play schemes - 6
Separate areas for different age groups - 5
Toilet facilities - 1
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Appendix 18 – Consultation Outcomes 2007 – Stakeholders
QUESTION AREAS
Number of Stakeholders taking part
Type of Stakeholders

RESPONSES
6
Primary Care Trust - 5
Police/ASB Team - 1

Do you think it is important for
children to have the opportunity to
play?
Do your employees conduct play
activities with children?

Yes - 6
No - 0

Where do you think are the best
places for children to play?

Locally/close to home - 3
On the grass away from the roads - 1
Arranged activities/clubs - 1
Safe environment - 1

What do you feel are the most
important things for children and
young people’s development?

To stimulate - 5
Wide variety of choice - 3
Good parenting - 1
Safety - 1
School support - 1

What do you consider to be the best
play opportunities in regard to
maintaining socially accepted
actions?

Variety/stimulating - 2
Play involving regular exercise - 2
Football - 1
Sport - 1
Well maintained free sport area - 1
Healthy diet - 1

What do you believe stops parents
letting their children take part in free
play activities?

Lack of information/poor advertising - 4
Transport issues - 2
Lack of interest - 2
Lack of time - 2
Concerns for safety - 2
Speeding cars - 1
Large groups of youths - 1
Badly lit streets -1
Littered play areas - 1
Cost - 1

How important is play for children’s
development?

Important - 6
Not important - 0

What do you thinks makes good play
opportunities?

Open spaces close to home - 4
Safe/stimulating environment - 4
Good service/good facilities - 2
2 goal posts not one - 1
Similar facilities to ‘Riverside’ - 1
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Appendix 19 - Assessment Criteria for Prioritising Play projects
Introduction
The following text sets out the South Kesteven Play Partnership’s assessment
and scoring procedure for identifying the stage 1 play projects that will form part
of the portfolio of projects for submission to The Big Lottery Fund in September
2007.
The maximum score for each play project is 100 points of which each project
must score at least 60 points to pass the required quality threshold. Projects
that do not meet this required threshold will not be eligible for recommended
funding in the final stage of the Big Lottery fund application. Budget restrictions
may also mean that not all projects meeting the quality threshold will be able to
be funded and will therefore be selected on those projects obtaining the highest
scores within the available budget.
Each criteria is assessed against a number of checklist questions and the
average score (0-5) is then converted into a percentage mark contributing to the
overall total of 100. Scores will be rounded to the nearest whole number. The
Programme Criteria, together with the weighting and scoring range are
summarised below.
Programme Criteria and Weighting
PROGRAMME AREA CRITERIA
A. PLAY STRATEGY

WEIGHTING
60%

1. Meets with identified priorities and needs in the Play Strategy
2. Targeting the greatest area of need
3. Social impact of Play Project
4. Additionality
5. Children & Young People involved in bid
B. PLANNING FOR PLAY OUTCOMES

20%
10%
10%
10%
10%
20%

1. More children will take part in inclusive and accessible play.
2. Children have more choice and control over their play.
3. Children develop greater well being through play.
4. Children achieve greater independence and self-esteem.
5. Children acquire greater social skills and respect for others.
6. Children are able to test their boundaries, be challenged & take risks
whilst kept safe from harm.
7. More Children are included in mainstream play provision.
8. Local communities (especially Children) will have greater involvement
in designing, planning and running play projects.
C. QUALITY & PROJECT MANAGEMENT

2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%

20%

1. Project Management
2. Quality of project submission
3. Monitoring and Evaluation

10%
5%
5%
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Scoring Range
Each of the projects will be scored using the criteria and weighting as set out in
the Scoring Assessment Sheet listed overleaf, each question will be scored on a
range of 0 to 5 as follows:
No

SCORING CRITERIA

SCORE

1

Response is close to an ideal, with detailed evidence of quality and
innovativeness

5

2

Detailed evidence of quality in submission

4

3

Detailed evidence provided

3

4

General supporting statements provided only

1

5

No supporting statements or detailed evidence

0

Supporting Evidence
Guidance on interpreting the scoring criteria will be given to applicants
In the “Supporting Evidence” column in the Scoring Assessment Sheet, project
applicants should refer to any supporting text or documentation e.g. extracts
from play strategies/policies, feasibility studies, consultation outcomes and
referencing pages and paragraphs, which will help the appraiser form a
judgement about the extent to which their project meets the criteria in the stage
1 application.
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SUMMARY OF PLAY PROJECT CRITERIA SCORES
Name of Play Project

Name of Applicant

SCORING CRITERIA

SCORE

COMMENTS

A. PLAY STRATEGY

B. PLANNING FOR PLAY OUTCOMES

C. QUALITY & PROJECT MANAGEMENT
TOTAL PROJECT SCORES

PASS

FAIL / REFER

RECOMMENDED
ACTION
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SCORE
SECTION A
PLAY STRATEGY (60%)
Meets Identified Priorities & Needs (20%)

(Assessor)

SUPPORTING EVIDENCE
(Provided by Applicant & Reference to Play Strategy)

Is the project an identified need in the Strategy
Is the project one of the Strategy’s priorities
Does the project fill an identified gap in provision
Does the project contribute to actions & targets

Insert average score for criteria by dividing sum of
scores above by 1
Targets Greatest Area of Need (10%)
Project covers an area of deprivation
Targets children with disabilities & special needs
Is inclusive to all children
Overcomes rurality / remoteness
Insert average score for criteria by dividing sum of
scores above by 2
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SCORE

SECTION A
PLAY STRATEGY (60%)
Social Impact of Play Project (10%)

(Assessor)

SUPPORTING EVIDENCE
(Provided by Applicant & Reference to Play Strategy)

Reduction in crime & anti-social behaviour
Improved safety and security of children
Improved access to play provision
Improved mental & physical health
Children’s enjoyment & achievement
Insert average score for criteria by dividing sum of
scores above by 5 and multiplying by 2
Additionality of Play Project (10%)
Does the project offer additionality
Is it a new play opportunity / service
Is it a new experience for children
Insert average score for criteria by dividing sum of
scores above by 3 and multiplying by 2
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SCORE

SECTION A
PLAY STRATEGY (60%)
Children & Young People Involved in Bid (10%)

(Assessor)

SUPPORTING EVIDENCE
(Provided by Applicant & Reference to Play Strategy)

Has there been a consultation exercise with Children
and Young People
Has the consultation recognised a need for the project

Will the Children and Young People be involved in the
planning and delivery of the project

Insert average score for criteria by dividing sum of
scores above by 3 and multiplying by 2

TOTAL PLAY STRATEGY CRITERIA SCORE
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SCORE

SECTION B
PLANNING FOR PLAY OUTCOMES (20%)
More Children taking part in play

(Assessor)

SUPPORTING EVIDENCE
(Provided by Applicant & Reference to Play Strategy)

Children have more choice & control
Children develop greater well-being
Children achieve greater independence
Children acquire social skills & respect

Children test boundaries & are challenged
More included in mainstream play
Greater involvement in planning play
Insert average score for criteria by dividing sum of
scores above by 2

TOTAL PLANNING FOR PLAY CRITERIA SCORE
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SCORE

SECTION C
QUALITY & PROJECT MANAGEMENT (20%)
Project Management (10%)

(Assessor)

SUPPORTING EVIDENCE
(Provided by Applicant & Reference to Play Strategy)

Evidence of risk assessment/management
Realistic breakdown of costs
Clarity of funding required
Does it have an exit strategy
Insert average score for criteria by dividing sum of
scores above by 2
Quality of Project Submission (5%)
Clear details of organisation
Is the project clear and well thought out
Is the project achievable and sustainable
Tangible and intangible benefits of project
Insert average score for criteria by dividing sum of
scores above by 4
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SCORE

SECTION C
QUALITY & PROJECT MANAGEMENT (20%)
Monitoring & Evaluation (5%)

(Assessor)

SUPPORTING EVIDENCE
(Provided by Applicant & Reference to Play Strategy)

Evidence of how the project will be implemented
Evidence of anticipated success factors
Evidence of review mechanism
Insert average score for criteria by dividing sum of
scores above by 3

TOTAL QUALITY & PROJECT MANAGEMENT
SCORE
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